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In [ 121, E. E. Moise proved a piecewise-linear approximation theorem for 
homeomorphisms between 3-manifolds, which implies the triangulation 
theorem and Hauptvermutung for 3-manifolds without boundary. Moise’s 
proof, and the later proof given by Bing [3], depend on deep point-set- 
theoretic techniques. The present author, in his Ph.D. thesis (Harvard, Fall 
1971), gave a proof of this approximation theorem in which all the work was 
done in the piecewise-linear (PL) category; the main tools were the so-called 
Dehn lemma and the loop theorem, fundamental piecewise-linear results due 
to the late C. D. Papakyriakopoulos, which had been unavailable when [ 121 
and [3] were written. Since then other proofs have appeared in 14, 7, 14 ]; all 
use the Dehn lemma and the loop theorem in combination with various 
point-set-theoretic methods or more advanced PL methods. 
The author’s original goal in the research leading to his thesis was to 
provide a proof of the theorem that would seem natural, straightforward and 
intuitively comprehensible from the viewpoint of standard 3-dimensional PL 
topology, and would use nothing more difficult than Dehn’s lemma and the 
loop theorem. He hopes that the present paper, which is a new piece of work 
incorporating many ideas from his thesis, achieves that goal. 
The theorem that is proved here is actually a refinement of Moise’s 
original result, and was first proved by Bing [ 2) and independently by Moise 
[ 13 ]. If E is a positive-valued continuous function on a space X, and iff and 
g are maps of X into a space Y(distance function) d, we say that g E- 
approximates f (or is an s-approximation to f) if d(f(x), g(x)) < E(X) for 
every x E X. An embedding is a l-l map (not necessarily “proper”). A 
mamyold may have a boundary. 
APPROXIMATION THEOREM. Let M and M* be PL 3-manifolds, and let 
M* be equipped with a metric. and let h: M-t M” be a topological 
embedding such that h(8M) c 8M* and h 1 iiM is PL. Then for any 
continuous positive-valued function E on M, h maq’ be c-approximated by a 
PL embedding, agreeing with h on SM. 
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This is proved at the end of Section 9. It is well known that this result 
implies the triangulation theorem and Hauptvermutung for arbitrary 3- 
manifolds, including those with boundary. 
The idea of the proof is to pass from topological information to 
homotopy-theoretic information and thence to PL information. The first step 
is virtually trivial: a topological embedding induces a homeomorphism, and 
in particular a homotopy equivalence, from any open subset of the domain to 
an open subset of the target manifold. (We say “virtually” because we are 
implicitly using invariance of domain, as we do throughout the paper.) The 
second step is hard: one must replace homotopy equivalences on appropriate 
pieces of the domain by PL homeomorphisms. This is precisely what the 
Dehn lemma, the loop theorem, and the theorem of Nielsen’s discussed in 
Section 0 permit us to do. 
The introductory paragraphs of the sections contain an actual outline of 
the proof. 
It is perhaps best not to go through the details of Section 1 on a first 
reading, but to use this section only for reference. Otherwise, the sections 
should be read in order; Section 0 reviews the basic results that are needed 
for the paper and establishes the special conventions that are used, and 
Section 2, which is fairly easy and has obvious relevance to the approx- 
imation theorem, is a natural introduction to the methods used in the paper. 
This paper and [ 141 are not quite mutually independent. The use of the 
Dehn lemma and loop theorem in 114 1 was inspired by the author’s thesis. 
The last three sections of this paper were inspired by an idea of Moise’s, 
later incorporated into [ 141, for reducing the proof of the general approx- 
imation theorem to the compact case. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
The most elementary notions of PL and algebraic topology will be taken 
for granted. A manifold may have a boundary. A surface is a connected 2- 
manifold, not necessarily compact. Closed generally “compact and without 
boundary”; when the word “closed” in the sense of general topology is 
needed, we shall say “closed as a subset of....” The interior and boundary of 
a manifold M are denoted by fi and ZM; on the other hand, the set-theoretic 
interior and frontier of a subset A of a space X are denoted by Int, A and 
Fr,,. A, or Int A and Fr A. An n-cell is a space and the same thing as an n- 
ball; it is “closed” (a third sense of the word) unless we specify otherwise. A 
disc is a 2-cell. A “PL cell” (or PL annulus or PL sphere) is understood to 
have the standard PL structure. 
A polyhedron is a simplicial complex up to PL equivalence, or what some 
writers call a “PL space”; it is not always assumed to be compact. When we 
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say that a PL manifold or a polyhedron is contained in another PL manifold 
or polyhedron, it is understood to have the induced PL structure. A regular 
neighborhood of a polyhedron in a PL manifold is understood to “meet the 
boundary regularly,” in the sense that N n aM is a regular neighborhood of 
K n %M in BM. By a coZlar neighborhood of a PL (n - I)-manifold T in a 
PL n-manifold M, we mean a PL embedding c: T x I+ M such that 
c(x, i) = x for all x E T, and c(T x I) n EM = c((BT) x Z). The symbol 1 cl 
then denotes the set c(T x i). If T has a collar neighborhood, it is said to be 
two-sided (in M). 
A subset A of a connected space X is said to separate X if X-A is non- 
connected. On the other hand, if Y and Z are also subsets of X, we say that 
A separates Y from Z in X if A, Y and Z are pairwise disjoint and Y and Z 
lie in different components of X-A. 
A metric on a topological space is a distance function which determines 
the topology of the space. (A metric on a PL manifold has no stronger 
connection with the PL structure.) A subspace of a space equipped with a 
metric is understood to have the induced metric. The distance between two 
subsets of a metric space means, as usual, the infimum of the distance 
between points of one and points of the other. 
In the introduction we defined an E-approximation to a map of a space X 
to a metric space Y, where E is any positive-valued continuous function on X. 
This makes sense in particular if E is a positive number (constant). Still 
letting E be a constant, we define an e-homeomorphism of a metric space X to 
itself to be a homeomorphism which is an s-approximation to the identity. 
An isotopy on a space X, for our purposes, is a homotopy J: X X I-, X such 
that J, (defined by J,(x) = J(t, x)) is a self-homeomorphism of X for each t. 
An E-isotop~l on a metric space X, where E > 0, is an isotopy J on X such 
that J, is an s-homeomorphism for all t. We say that J, and J, are e-isotopic. 
The following notational device is used over and over again. If M is a 
compact PL 3-manifold, equipped with a metric, and E > 0 is given, then it 
follows from the 3-dimensional PL Schonfliess theorem [ 1, 6, 111 that there 
is a number p > 0 such that every PL 2-sphere in M, having diameter <p, 
bounds a PL 3-cell of diameter <E. Of all such numbers which are GE. the 
largest will be denoted by P,+{(E). It is important to remember that Pi < c 
by definition. 
Homology may be understood as singular or simplicial (though for the 
latter interpretation we must allow infinite triangulations). Fundamental 
groups will be written without base points wherever there is not the truth of a 
statement is independent of the choice of a base point. Unlabeled 
homeomorphisms between fundamental groups and homology groups are 
understood to be induced by inclusion maps. 
We have said that the Dehn lemma and the loop theorem [ 15-17 ] will be 
used as our basic tools; a good reference for these results and their conse- 
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quences is 181. The notion of incompressible surface plays a central role. A 
two-sided PL surface T in a PL 3-manifold M is incompressible in M if for 
every PL disc D c M such that D n T = aD, aD bounds a disc in T. As a 
consequence of the Dehn lemma and the loop theorem, T is incompressible if 
and only if n,(T) + n,(M) is monomorphism. The non-trivial part of this 
equivalence is Corollary 6.2 of 181. 
Another result of fundamental importance in the sequel will be referred to 
as Nielsen’s theorem, although it is by no means J. Nielsen’s deepest 
contribution to the theory of surface homeomorphisms. In the form that we 
need, it states that a homotopy equivalence between closed PL surfaces of 
non-positive Euler characteristic is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism. A 
good reference is [8], where a stronger result is proved as Theorem 13.1. 
In Section 1 we use two elementary lemma about homotopic simple closed 
curves on surfaces which are presented in IS]. In Section 2 we need a simple 
result on free products with amalgamation which we quote from 1.5 1. 
Otherwise, the material discussed above is all that is required. 
1. IS~T~PIES 
This section, which is rather different in flavor from the rest of the paper, 
is placed first to avoid interrupting the flow of the other sections. But it is 
not referred to at all until Section 4, and it is perhaps best to treat it as a 
reference section on a first reading. 
DEFINITION. A reduced curue system in a closed PL surface fl is a 
closed PL l-manifold W c H which does not contain the boundary of any 
disc or annulus in R. 
DEFINITION. A PL surface d, equipped with a metric, is J-regular. 
where 6 is a positive real number, if for every PL disc or annulus D c T. 
each point of D is at a distance <6 from aD. 
The following result on isotopies in surfaces will be in Section 5. 
PROPOSITION l.lA. Let 6 > 0 be given. Let d be a closed PL surface 
equipped with a metric. Suppose that z+Y is S-regular. Let % be a reduced 
curve system in. 67, and let j: F + R be a PL embedding which is homotopic 
to the inclusion map. Suppose that diam(C U j(C)) < 6 for each component C 
of F. Then j may be extended to a PL homeomorphism J: R + .,R which is 
PL Sisotopic to the identity. 
Before proving l.lA, we state the following much weaker result, which 
will be used in Section 4. 
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COROLLARY TO l.lA. Let F be a reduced curve system on a closed PL 
surface 4. Let J: g--t. H be a PL embedding which is homotopic to the 
inclusion. Then j extends to a PL homeomorphism J:. Y-+~ 4 which is PL 
isotopic to the identity. 
Proof: Fix a metric on H, set 6 = diam..H, and use l.lA. 1 
Proposition l.lA will be proved in tandem with the following result about 
isotopies in bounded 3-manifolds, which will be needed in Section 8. 
PROPOSITION l.lB. Let E > 0 be given. Let H be a compact PL 3- 
manifold equipped with a metric. Let F c~X be a two-sided PL 2-manifold, 
each component of which is a disc. Let j: F +..H be a PL embedding which 
restricts to the identity on M. Suppose that diam(C U j(c)) < ip /(e/3) (see 
Section 0) for each component C of $7. Then j may be extended to a PL 
homeomorphism J:, R +. /y which is PL c-isotopic to the identitv rel a X. 
For grammatical convenience we state the following result, which is 
simply the conjunction of Propositions 1. IA and 1. 1B. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let .M be a compact PL n-manifold, where n = 2 or 3. 
and let .X be equipped with a metric. Let F c. 4 be a two-sided (n - I)- 
manifold. If n = 2, suppose that 8 X = 0 and that F is a reduced curve 
system. If n = 3, suppose that each component of % is a disc. Let 6, F > 0 be 
given. If n = 2, suppose that ZY is b-regular and that 6 = 56. If n = 3, 
suppose that 6 = ip &(e/3). Let j: F +. .H be a PL embedding. 
If n = 2, suppose that j is homotopic to the inclusion map; ifn = 3, suppose 
that j 1 M is the identitv. Suppose in either case that j(C) u C has diameter 
(6 for each component C of p. Then j extends to a PL homeomorphism 
J: 6+ d which is PL c-isotopic to the identity rel 2 Y. 
For the rest of this Section, the hypotheses of 1.1 will be understood to 
hold. We denote the metric on. ~7 by d. We fix a regular neighborhood. I of 
%/ in T, and let N,. denote the component of, I containing a component C of 
cc/. By the hypotheses we may choose I so that diam(N,. Uj(N,.)) < 6 for 
each component C of W. We may clearly also choose I. so that for any 
components C, C’ of V for which C n j(C’) = 0, we have Nc n j(N,.,) = 0. 
DEFINITION. Let J:, R-1 R be a PL homeomorphism. Let C be a 
component of F’. A pushing-boundary for C under J is a closed PL (n - 1). 
manifold S c. N which has the form a Up, where a cJ(C), /I cj(C) are PL 
(n - I)-cells or (n - 1).spheres, and a n/I? = aa = ap. (Of course, Q and /3 
cannot be spheres if n = 3, since C is a disc in that case.) A pushing-region 
for C under J is a compact n-manifold D c.H whose boundary is a pushing- 
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boundary, and such that either (i) D is an n-cell, or (ii) n = 2, D is an 
annulus, and j 1 C and J 1 C are homotopic as maps of C into D. 
LEMMA 1.2. If the PL homeomorphism J: H+ R is homotopic to the 
identity, and tf J(d) and j(d) intersect transversally in a (possibly empty) 
compact (n - 2)-manifald, then there exists a pushing-boundary S for C 
under J. If n = 2, there is a pushing-region for C under J. 
Proof of 1.2 for n = 2. Note that j / C and J 1 C are homotopic 
embeddings of C in 4. If J( C) f7 j(C) # 0, it follows from Lemma 2.4 of [ 5 ] 
that there is an annulus which is a pushing-region. If J(C) n j(C) # 0, it 
follows from Lemma 2.5 of [ 5 ] that there is a disc which is a pushing- 
region. I 
Proof of 1.2 for n = 3. If J(C) n j(C) = 0, then J(C) Uj(C) is a pushing- 
boundary. Otherwise, J(d) and j(C) intersect transversally in a closed, non- 
empty l-manifold; and since J(C) is a disc, there exists a disc a c J(d) such 
that iiu is a component of J(C) n j(C). 
We may choose a to be minimal with respect to inclusion among all (of 
the finitely many) discs with this property. Then ti contains no component of 
J(C) n j(C), i.e., 6 n j(C) = 0. Now, since each component of j(C) is again 
a disc, & bounds a disc p cj(C). We have 6 n/I c & n j(C) = 0, so that 
u Up is a PL 2-sphere, which is by definition a pushing-boundary for J. 1 
Notational convention. If C is any component of p, we shall use the 
symbol X, (resp. Yc) to denote the set NcUj(N,)U lJ,.,j(N,..) (resp. 
C U j(C) U lJc,, N,.,,), where C’ (resp. C”) ranges over all components of ‘V 
such that C n j( C’) # 0 (resp. j(C) n C” # 0). 
DEFINITION. A good homeomorphism is a PL homeomorphism 
J: H --) //, agreeing with the identity on P 4, and such that J(C) c X,. and 
J- ‘j(C) c Yc for every component C of 8. 
LEMMA 1.3. If S is a pushing-boundary for a component C of W under a 
good homeomorphism J, we hatre diam(SU J-‘(S)) < 36. 
Proof: By the definition of a pushing-boundary we have S c J(C) U j(C), 
so that J-‘(S) c CU J- ‘j(C). Since J is a good homeomorphism we 
have J(C) c X,. = N,. Uj(N,.) U lJ.,j(N,.,) and J- ‘j(C) c Y,. = C U j(C) U 
Uc,,Nc,,, where C’ (resp. C”) ranges over the components of P such that 
C n j(C’) # 0 (resp. j(C) n C” # 0). Thus S U J-‘(S) c C U j(C) U 
UC, j(N,,) U Uc,, NC,,. N ow N,Uj(N,), and j(N,,) and N,.,, each have 
diameter <6 by virtue of the choice of the neighborhood I. of W. 
Furthermore, each j(N,,) (resp. N,,,) contains j(C’) (resp. C”) and therefore 
intersects C (resp. j(C)). Thus S U J-‘(S) is contained in the union of one 
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set, N,Uj(N,), of diameter (6, with a number of other sets of diameter <6 
that intersect Nc Uj(N,). This implies that S UT’(S) has diameter 
(36. I 
LEMMA 1.4. Let S be a pushing-boundary for a component C of F 
under a good homeomorphism J. If n = 2. assume that S bounds a pushing- 
region. Then (for n = 2 or 3) S bounds a pushing-region D such that 
diam(D U J-‘(D)) < E. 
Proof of 1.4 for n = 2. By hypothesis, the pushing-boundary S bounds a 
pushing-region D, which by definition is a disc or an annulus. By 1.3, 
S U J-‘(S) has diameter (36. But since .N is d-regular by the hypothesis of 
1.1, each point of D (resp. J-‘(D)) is at a distance <6 from some point of S 
(resp. J-‘(S)). Hence diam(D U J-‘(D)) < 26 + diam(S U J-‘(S)) < 56 = E. 
Proof of 1.4 for n = 3. Since C is a properly embedded disc in R, we 
have a d # 0. In particular ,X is not a 3-sphere. 
By 1.3, SU J-‘(S) has diameter (36. In particular, diam S and 
diam J-‘(S) are each (36 =~,X(s/3). H ence S and J-‘(S) bound PL 3-cells 
D, D’, each of diameter <e/3. But J-‘(S) cannot bound more than one 3- 
cell, since, R is not a 3-sphere. Therefore J-‘(D) = D’. 
Thus D and J-‘(D) each have diameter <s/3. But the minimum distance 
between D and J-‘(D) is clearly at most diam(SU J-‘(S)) < 36 = 
px(&/3) < s/3. Therefore diam(D U J-‘(D)) < E. 1 
LEMMA 1.5. Let J: R+. 4 be a PL homeomorphism. Let C and C* be 
components of V, and let D be a pushing-region for C* under J. If J(C) 
f? D # 0, then either C = C* or J(C) nj(C*) # 0. If j(C) f’D # 0 then 
either C* = C or j(C*) f’l # 0. 
Proof If J(C) n D # 0, either J(C) f? 8D # 0 or J(C) c 8. We shall 
show that the second alternative cannot hold. Indeed, if n = 3 then J(C) is a 
disc, so that J(C) dr., #, and in particular J(C) & L!. If n = 2 then D is either 
an annulus, one of whose boundary components is J(C*), or a disc. Thus 
J(C) c 5 implies that either J(C) bounds a disc or J(C) U J(C*) bounds an 
annulus; in either case we have a contradiction to the hypthesis that F is a 
reduced curve system. 
Hence J(C) f7 aD # 0. Since aD is a pushing-boundary, this means that 
aD c J(C*)Uj(C*). Thus J(C) intersects either J(C*) orj(C*); and it can 
intersect J(C*) only if C = C*. This proves the first assertion. The proof of 
the second assertion is entirely similar. 1 
LEMMA 1.6. Let C and C” be components of GY’, and let J be a good 
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homeomorphisrn. Let D be a pushing-region for C* under J. If 
J(C) n D # 0, then Nc. c X,.. Zfj(C) n D # 0, then Nc. c Yc. 
Proof Suppose first that J(C) f-’ D # 0. By 1.5, we have either C = C* 
or J(C) nj(C*) # 0. If J(C)nj(C*) f 0, then since J is good we have 
j(C*) n Xc # 0; that is,j(C*) intersects either N, orj(N,.) or one of the sets 
j(N,,), where C’ is a component of ‘6’ such that Cnj(N,.,) # 0. If 
j(C*)n N, # 0 then j(C*)n C # 0. i.e.. C* is among the C’. If 
j(C*) nj(N, ) # 0 then C = C*. If j(C*) nj(N,.,) # 0 then C* = C’. Thus 
in any case, C* is either C or one of the C’. and we have N,.. c X, by 
definition. 
This proves the first assertion; the second assertion is proved similarly. 
starting with the second assertion of 1.5. 1 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let C, ,..., C, denote the components of V. By 
induction on r, 0 < r < y, we shall show that there is a good homeomorphism 
J: H’- R which is PL s-isotopic to the identity rel % d and agrees withj on 
C, U ... u C,. Such a homeomorphism will be called r-very good. The 
existence of a y-very good homeomorphism implies the Proposition. 
The identity is clearly O-very good. Now suppose that 0 < r < 1’ and that 
an r-very good homeomorphism 1,. exists. Set C* = C,, , . We may alter J, 
be a small general-position isotopy so as to guarantee that J,(d*) and j(C*) 
intersect transversally in a compact, possibly empty (n - 2).manifold. 
We shall show that if J is an r-very good homeomorphism such that J(d*) 
and j(d*) intersect transversally in a compact (n - 2).manifold, then there is 
an r-very good homeomorphism J’ such that either (i) J’ is (r + I)-very 
good, or (ii) J’(C*) intersects j(C*) transversally in a compact (n - 2). 
manifold having fewer components than J(d*) nj(C*). This will clearly 
imply the existence of an (r + I)-very good homeomorphism. 
By 1.2. there is a pushing-boundary S for C* under J, and S bounds a 
pushing-region if n = 2. Hence in any case, by 1.4, S bounds a pushing- 
region D such that diam(D U J- ‘(D)) < E. We may write S = a Up, where 
CI c J(C*), pcj(C*) are PL (n - I)-cells or (n - 1).spheres and ano = 
au = 2p. 
Fix a triangulation of, d which determines its given PL structure, and in 
which J(V), J(. I ‘), j(C) and j(. I ‘) are subcomplexes. 
Let 0’ denote the second derived neighborhood of D with respect to this 
triangulation. Since diam(D U J-‘(D)) < E. we may suppose the 
triangulation to have been chosen so that diam(D U J-‘(d)) < E. The 
components 6 and /? of o’n J(C*) and i?nj(c*) containing u and p, 
respectively, are properly embedded (n - 1).cells or (n - 1)spheres in d; 
and each of them is the frontier in 0’ of a compact submanifold containing 
D. Let the two submanifolds so determined be denoted, respectively, by E 
and F. 
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Note that J(p) f7 tin E and that j(q) f? 0” c F. Note also that 
6 -E c Nc, and that G cj(N,.). Finally, note that a component of 
J(p) or j(V) intersects 5 only if it intersects D. 
We shall define a PL homeomorphism k: o”+ fi which is isotopic to the 
identity rel ao’. To define k we distinguish two cases. 
Case I: C* f? J(d*) = 0. Then either n = 3 and (r = J(C*), p = j(C*) or 
n = 2 and alternative (ii) of the definition of a pushing-region holds. In either 
situation, there is clearly a PL homeomorphism k: o’+ fi, isotopic to the 
identity rel ao’, such that k / J(C*) = jJ-’ 1 J(C*), i.e., kJ 1 C = j 1 C. 
CaseII: C* fYJ(d*) f 0. Then D is an n-cell in & In this case we 
take k:, 4 +. z?? to be a PL homeomorphism which is the identity on the 
boundary and maps E into 0” - F. 
Note that in each of the Cases I, II we have k(E) c fi - F, and therefore 
k-‘(F) co’-. In particular, k(E) cj(Nc,), and k-‘(F) c NC.. 
Now extend k to a PC homeomorphism K:. I + X which is PL isotopic 
to the identity rel d - D. The required homeomorphism J’ is defined to be 
K 0 J. We must show that J’ is r-very good and that it satisfies one of the 
above conditions (i) and (ii). 
We first show that J’ is s-isotopic to the identity. Since J is known to be E- 
isotopic to the identity, we need only produce a PL isotopy 2’ from J to J’ 
such that d(q(p),p) < E for all p f <, t E I. But by construction, J’ = K 0 J 
is isotopic to J = 1 o J rel. H - J- l(D). Take I;“’ to be: an isotopy from J to 
J’ which is constant outside J-‘(E). If p GIG J-‘(D) then d(l;/;(p),p)~ 
d(J(p),p) < E, since J is in particular an s-ho?eomorphism. If p E J-‘(D) 
then for any t E Z we have Y;‘;(p) E D, so that d(r;/(p),p) < 
diam(fi U Y;(E)) < E, by virtue of our choice of the triangulation defining 5. 
Thus J’ is indeed PL s-isotopic to the id%ntity. 
Since J’ is isotopic to Jrel d-J-‘(D), it agrees with J outside J- ‘(6). 
We claim that Cif7Jp’(fi)=0 for l<i<r. By 1.5, CifTJm'(d)#O 
would imply Ci = C* = C,, , , which is absurd, or J(Ci) f? j(C*) # 0. But 
since J is r-very good, J(Ci) = j(C,) so that J(C,)nj(C*) = 
j(Ci n C,, ,) = 0. This proves the claim, and it follows that J’ agrees with J 
on Cj, 1 < i ,< r. Since J is r-very good, this means that J’ agrees with j on 
c, u ... u c,. 
In order to prove that J’ is r-very good, it remains only to prove that it is 
good. This means, first, showing that J’JC) c Xc. For any component C of 
P we tave J’(C) = KJ(C) = (J(C) -D) U k(J(C) n 6). Since J is good, 
J(C) - D cJ(C) c X,.. We must show that k(J(C)n D) c X,.. If 
J(C) n 6 = 0, this is trivial. Otherwise, by 1.6, we have N,+ c Xc. On the 
other hand, k(J(9) n d) c k(E) c j(N,.), by the properties of 6, E, F and k 
noted above. Hence in any case we have k(J(C) n B) c X,., and so 
J’(C)cX,. 
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The proof that J’ -y(C) c Yc is similar: we begin by writing J’ -y(C) = 
J-‘(j(c) - Dj u J-Wl(j(c) n d), and we use the second assertion of 1.6 
and the inclusion k-‘(F) c N,.. . Thus J’ is seen to be good and hence r-very 
good. 
Finally. we must show that J’ satisfies one of the above conditions (i) and 
(ii). 
In defining the homeomorphism k we distinguished two cases. In Case I 
we defined k so that kJ / C* =j 1 C*. i.e., J’ 1 C, + , =j / C,, , . Since J is r- 
very good, it now follows that it is (r + l)-very good, which is condition (i). 
It remains to consider Case II. In this case we claim that 
J’(F) nj(C*) =J(C*) nj(C*) - 0’. It is clear that J’(C*) nj(C”) - D = 
J(C*)nj(C*) -D, since J’ agrees with J on /r-Z’-‘(E). By properties 
of d, E and F noted above, and by the definition of k in Case II, we 
have .Z’(C*) n B = KJ(C*) n 0’ = k(J(C*) n Z?) c k(E) c D - F, whereas 
j(C*) n fi c F; hence J’(C*) nj(C*) n fi = 0. This proves the claim. 
We may improve the, statement of this last claim by observing that 
J(c*)nj(c)nB=(J(c*)n~)n(j(c*)n~)cEnF=D. SO that 
J(C*)nj(C)Q ,?o’= 0. Thus each component of J(C*)nj(C) is either 
contained in D or disjoint from Z?. Hence the claim established above may 
be restated as follows: J’(C) nj(C’) is the union of all components of 
J(C)nj(C) that are disjoint from 0’. Since J’(C) - o’= J(C) ~ o’, this 
implies that J’{d). like J(e). inersects j(d) transversally in a compact 
(n - 2).manifold. But not all components of J(C) nj(C) are disjoint from d, 
since in Case II we have 0 # u np c J(C) nj(C) n D. Hence J’(C) nj(C) 
has fewer components than J(C) q(C), and condition (ii) above has been 
shown to hold in this case. This completes the proof. m 
2. INTERPOLATED SURFACES 
The two major results of this section, Propositions 2.3 and 2.5, imply that 
the restriction of a topological embedding to a two-sided closed PL surface 
in its domain may be approximated in a weak sense by a PL embedding. 
Proposition 2.3 is equivalent to a result first proved by Moise [ lo]. It was 
the starting point for his proof of the Approximation Theorem. as it will be 
for ours. 
DEFINITION. A surface thickening in a PL 3-manifold M* is a pair 
(T, r;r), where T is a compact PL surface of non-positive Euler characteristic, 
and ‘1: TX Z + MY is a topological embedding. 
If (T, n) is a surface thickening in M*, we shall denote the set r,r(T x Z) by 
1 ?/I. so that 1 ?/I = q(T x I). Note that 1~1 is an open subset of M*, hence a 
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PL 3-manifold. We shall always identify T with TX {f } c TX I in the 
natural way. Thus q 1 T is a well-defined embedding of T in / q 1 c M*. 
DEFINITION. Let (Q T) be a surface thickening in M*. An n-interpolated 
surface is an incompressible closed PL surface T* c 1~1 which separates 
rl(Tx (01) from rl(Tx 11 I) in Irl. 
Our first lemmas are preliminary to Proposition 2.3, which asserts that an 
r-interpolated surface exists. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (T, n) be a surface thickening in a PL 3-manifold M. 
Then any closed PL surface in I n I separates / n I. 
Proof Let T* c / qj be a closed PL surface. If T* does not separate / q 1 
then it does not separate 1~1; hence there is a closed curve a in 1~1 whose 
mod 2 homological intersection number with T* is 1. But a is homotopic to 
a curve a’ in n(T x (0, E)) for any E > 0; and we may take a’ to be PL. For 
small enough E, a’ will be disjoint from T*, and its mod 2 intersection 
number with T* will therefore be 0. This contradicts the homotopy 
invariance of the intersection number. 1 
COROLLARY TO 2.1. Let (T, r]) be a surface thickening in M*. Then any 
closed PL 2-manifold in I nl either bounds a compact PL submantfold of 1 n / 
or separates ~(Tx (O})from ~(Tx 11)) in InI. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (T, n) be a surface thickening in M’ If a closed PL 2- 
manzfold in lnl separates n(Tx {O})from n(Tx { 1)) in InI, then at least one 
of its components does the same. 
Proof Let T* c / 111 be a closed PL 2-manifold. Assume that no 
component of T* separates n(T x (0)) from n(T X ( 1 }) in 1 r] I. Then by the 
Corollary to 2.1, each component t of T* bounds a compact set K, c I n I. 
Now let N be the component of I q I - T* that contains n(T X (0)). Set 
X=NuU,K,, where t ranges over all those components of T which are 
contained in aN. Clearly Xn 1~1 is an open set. On the other hand it is 
closed in the relative topology of I r] /, since X is compact. By the connec- 
tedness of jq it follows that IqicX, hence that X=lrl. But n(TX {I)) is 
disjoint from the K, ; since 1~1 = X = N U lJ K,, we must have 
n(T x { 1 }) c N. Thus n(T x (0)) and n(T x { I}) lie in the same component 
of 1 q I - T*, contrary to the hypohesis. m 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For any surface thickening (T, n) in a PL 3-mantfold 
AI*, there exists an n-interpolated surface. 
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ProoJ Since q(T x {i}) is a compact subset of the PL 3-manifold 1 q], it 
is contained in a compact PL 3-manifold K c 1 r] ]. Then aK is a closed PL 2- 
manifold which separates q(T x (0)) from v(T X { 1 }) in I ~1. By 2.2, some 
component of K also separates r(T x (0)) from q(T X { 1 }) in I q /. 
Of all (connected) PL surfaces in Iq that separate q(r x (0)) from 
q(T x { 1)) in 1 q ], let T* be one of maximal Euler characteristic. We claim 
that T* is an v-interpolated surface; this now amounts to saying that it is 
incompressible in ] q ]. 
If T* is compressible, there is a PL disc D c I q ] such that D C-I T* = 80, 
but aD does not bound a disc in T*. Let E c 1 q I be a PL 3cell containing 
D, such that En T* is an annulus A c aE. Then T*’ = (T* U %E) -k is 
again a PL 2-manifold, separating q(T x (0)) from q(T x ( 1 }) in 1~1, and 
x(T*‘) =x(T*) + 2. By 2.2, some component T,*’ of T* separates 
q(T x (0)) from r](T X { 1)) in / q 1. Furthermore, no component of T*’ is a 
sphere, since 3D did not bound a disc in T*. Hence x(T;“‘) > x(T*‘) - 2 = 
x(T*). This contradiction to the maximality of x(T*) completes the 
proof. I 
The other major result of this Section, Proposition 2.5 below, provides a 
PL homeomorphism from T to a given q-interpolated surface T*, which is 
an “approximation” to u I T (=q 1 (T x (i })) in a weak sense. 
DEFINITION. Let (T, q) be a surface thickening in M*. Let T* be an v- 
interpolated surface. A homeomorphism. q’: T-t T* is called an q- 
interpolated homeomorphism if q’ is PL and is homotopic to yl 1 T as a map 
of T into jq]. 
To prove the existence of q-interpolated homeomorphisms, we need 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (T, II) be a surface thickening in M*. If T* is an pi- 
interpolated surface, the inclusion T* --t / ~1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
Furthermore, for each component Q of 1~1 - T*. the homeomorphism 
TC,(T*)+ x,(e), where the closure is relative to 1~1, is an isomorphism. 
(The second assertion will be needed in Section 5.) 
ProoJ We first show that x,(T*)+ rri(]t~]) is an isomorphism (“onto”). 
Since T* is a two-sided incompressible surface, n,(T*) -+ n,(] q]) is injective. 
Let E > 0 be chosen so that T* c r(T x [E, 1 - E]). Let A and B denote the 
components of I vl- T* containing q(T x (0, E)) and v(T x (1 - E, l)), 
respectively. Let A and B denote their closures relative to /q]. Since 
xI(T*) + z,(l) and xl(T*) --) n,(B) are in particular injective, z,(/v]) may be 
identified with a free product with amalgamation X,(A) *n,CT., z,(B), where 
we have fixed a basepoint in T*. In particular, if we write G,-, Grr, G,, for 
the images of n,(x), n,(B), n,(T*) in ~r,(]q]), then by the first result on 
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page 32 of [9] we have G,f? Ge = G,, . But since q(T x (0, E)) c A and 
~(Tx (1 -a, l))cB, it is clear that rc,(~)+zi(]~l) and ~,(B)-tz,(l~]) are 
surjective, i.e., that G,-= GE= rri(lr]). Hence G,, = rcl(lrl), which is to say 
that the injective homomorphism rr,(T*)+ r,(lq]) is indeed an iso- 
morphism. 
Note that n,(] r ]) x xi(T) is infinite, since x(T) < 0 by the definition of a 
surface thickening. By the isomorphism just established, r,(T*) is also 
infinite. But a surface with infinite fundamental group is aspherical, i.e., has 
trivial higher homotopy groups. Thus T* and T, and hence Iv], are 
aspherical. The first conclusion now follows from the fact that a map 
between aspherical connected PL spaces is a homotopy equivalence if it 
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. 
To prove the second conclusion, note that since z,(T*) --) x,J q I) is an 
isomorphism, the inclusion homeomorphisms n, (A> + 71, (] t/ I), z,(B) + rc, (I r ]) 
are injective. But they were seen above to be surjective as well: thus they are 
isomorphisms. Since we have shown n,(T*) --f ~~(~~1) to be an isomorphism, 
it follows that 7c,(T*) + z,(A) and ~c,(T*) + z,(B) are isomorphisms. This is 
the second assertion of the lemma. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (T, r) be a surface thickening in M*. If T” is arzv 
q-interpolated surface, there exists an interpolated homeomorphism 
q’: T+ T”. 
ProoJ: By 2.4, there exists a map r: I q] + T* which is a homotopy- 
inverse to T* + I q I. In particular, r / T and r 0 (q / T) are homotopic as maps 
into 1~1. But ~]lT:T-tl$ and r:I+T* are homotopy equivalences, and 
hence so is r o (v 1 T): T+ T*. By Nielsen’s theorem (Section 0), any 
homotopy equivalence between closed PL surfaces of non-positive Euler 
characteristic is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism. Thus r 0 (q I T) is 
homotopic to a PL homeomorphism ‘I’: T+ T*. Since r 0 (q / T) is 
homotopic to q as a map of T into I v /, so is q’. Thus q’ is by definition an q- 
interpolated homeomorphism. 1 
3. STRAIGHTENING OUT SURFACES 
Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 showed that on a two-sided closed PL surface, a 
topological embedding can be approximated in a weak sense by a PL 
embedding. To get honest approximations one must be more careful in the 
choice of an interpolated surface (Section 2). This is because an arbitrary 
interpolated surface may have “long fingers”-that is, it may contain large 
discs with small boundaries. This section provides a method for replacing 
arbitrary interpolated surfaces by ones that are “regular,” in the sense 
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(roughly) that they have no long fingers. Actually we work in a more general 
context than that of Section 2 because the construction of this section will be 
used again in Section 5 in a situation that does not involve surface 
thickenings (Section 2). When the results of this section are applied to 
surface thickenings, in Section 4, one will take the 3-manifold K below to be 
T x I and the 2-manifold ?Y to be of the form B x I, where B c T is a I- 
manifold (more specifically, a reduced curve system in the sense of 
Section 1). 
Throughout this section, we shall make the following 
HYPOTHESIS. K and M* are compact PL 3-manifolds, K is connected, 
and q:K+M = * is a topological embedding. ?/ c K is a two-sided, incom- 
pressible PL 2-mangold, and. I is a regular neighborhood of # in K. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. We define a #-region to be a compact PL 
3-manifold .Y? c K such that each component of Fr, .# is a union of 
components of #. If A is a union of components of R, we write A, for the 
union of all those components of. 1 which contain components of A. If .@ is 
a e-region, we write .W, for the set .# U (Fr, .@),. and .Y?‘, for the set 
.T? - N(Fr, ,W). 
Observe that q(g) is an open subset of A*. hence a PL 3-manifold with 
boundary. 
DEFINITION. Let S c q(i) be a compact PL surface such that 
aS n r/(. I ‘) = 0. We shall say that S is (q. #, I ‘)-regular if the following 
condition holds: 
Let .R be any Y-region, and let L c S be any compact PL surface such 
that aL c ~(~2~). Then either (i) L c v(.$#), or (ii) there is a two-sided 
simple closed curve C c i n v((FrK .#)i), which does not bound a disc in S. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf S c q(i) is a compact PL surface such that 
n,(S) --t x,(r](@) is injective and aS n I](. I ‘) = 0, and if S n q(. I’) is two- 
sided in q(, i’), then there is a PL embedding j: S + q(g), agreeing with the 
inclusion map on &S, and such that j(S) is (r, ;I(, I I ‘)-regular. If TC~(K) = 0. 
we ma}) take j to be homotopic rel aS to the inclusion map. 
Proof: Fix a regular neighborhood U of % in K such that U c Int,. I -. 
Observe that S n q(U) is a compact subset of S f7 r](, i-), which is in turn an 
open subset of S and hence a PL 2-manifold. We may therefore choose a 
compact PL 2-manifold W such that S n q(U) c I@ c W c S f-~ q(. f= ). Set 
X = r(. i ‘) - (S - I@), which is an open subset of q(k) and hence a PL 3- 
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manifold without boundary. Note that the 2-manifold l& = S n X, which has 
no boundary, is a relatively closed subset of X; and since l%‘c S f7 n(- k‘), 
and S n v(~ c-) is two-sided in v(. i’), it follows that p is two-sided in X. 
We claim that there is a PL embedding j: S + q(k), agreeing with the 
inclusion on 8s and inducing the same homomorphism on rr,, such that 
j(S) n X is two-sided and incompressible in X. For this purpose we consider 
the set J of all PL embeddings j: S + r(k), agreeing with the inclusion map 
on as, and such that (l)j(S) n X is two-sided in X, and (2)j(S) n X is the 
interior of a compact PL 2-manifold contained in j(S). Since S f? X = l@, 
and @’ was seen to be two-sided in X, the inclusion map itself belongs to J, 
so that J # 0. For any j E J, set Wj =j(S) CT X; by (2), Wj is a compact PL 
2-manifold. Let nj denote the number of components of a Wj. We choose 
jE J so that nj has its least possible value. We shall show that 
tij =j(S) n X is incompressible in X. 
If l&‘, is compressible in X, there exists a disc D c X such that 
D n Wj = aD, but i3D does not bound a disc in ej. Since j agrees with the 
inclusion map on ?ri. the homeomorphism rr,(j(S))- rc,(v(k)) is again 
injective, so that CUD does bound a disc D’ c j(S). Let j’: S + q(k) be a PL 
embedding that agrees with j on S -j-‘(d’) and maps jp’(0’) 
homeomorphically onto D. Then j’(S) n X = (j(S) n X) - ( Wj fl6’) U D. 
This shows that j’(S) n X is two-sided in X since j(S) is, and also that 
j’(S) n X is the interior of the compact PL 2-manifold Wj - ( Wj f? d’) U D. 
Thus j’ E J, and furthermore, !j, = nj- r, where r is the number of 
components of a Wj contained in D’. By the minimality of nj, we must have 
r = 0; but this implies that d’ c ej, contradicting the fact that 8D does not 
bound a disc in pj. Thus our claim is proved. 
We shall complete the proof of the first assertion of the lemma by showing 
that j(S) is (q, ?V;/,, I ‘)-regular. Let .9 be a W-region and let L c S be a 
compact PL surface such that 8L c ~(~2~). 
Let (Fr .#)+ denote the union of all those components of U which contain 
components of Fr, .W. Set .#+ = .Y?? U (Fr ,9)+. Note that L n q(.#) is a 
compact subset of L n n(.G?+), which is in turn a relatively open subset of L 
and hence a PL 2-manifold. Hence there is a compact PL 3-manifold Q such 
that L n q(.+?)c Qc Ln q(,G?+). Note that dL c L n q(S?)c Q by our 
assumption concerning L. Let C, ,..., C,, (p> 0) be the components of K! 
that are not contained in 3L. Clearly C, U .e. U C, = Fr, Q c r(Fr c$), . In 
particular, the two-sided PL simple closed curves Ci are contained in 
f, n r((Fr, <K&J. Thus if one of the Ci is non-contractible inj(S), then alter- 
native (ii) of the definition of (n, W, _4’-)-regularity holds. 
Now assume that the Ci are contractible in j(S). Then they are contrac- 
tible in q(k). Note that since U is a regular neighborhood in K of the incom- 
pressible, two-sided PL 2-manifold Z!‘, n,(c) -+ rrl(k) is injective; hence so is 
7ci(q(@)+ z,(q(@). It follows that the Ci, which were seen to be contained 
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in v(o), are contractible in v(o), and in particular in X. Since they are also 
contained in j(S), and since j(S) n X is incompressible in X, the Ci bound 
discs Di cj(S) n X cj(S) n v(~ a). But each Ci is contained in q(Fr %r”)i c 
q(Fr .9?),. Hence by connectedness, the Di are also contained in q(Fr .9),. 
Since the Ci are components of aQ, we have for each i <p either 
dinQ=Oor QcDi. Ifdif7Q=0forall i<p,thenL=QUlJy-,D;; 
for k?L is contained in aQ, and the Ci are precisely the components of 8Q 
that are not contained in aL. In this case, since Q c ~(9) and 
Di c q(Fr .&>#, we have L c IT(.~‘,), which is alternative (i) of the definition 
of (rl. &‘, I ‘)-regularity. In the case that Q c Di for some i <p, we have 
6’L c 3Q c Di c v(Fr .#&. This contradicts what we assumed about L, 
namely, that 0 # 8L c v(.~J. Hence this case cannot occur, and we have 
proved that j(S) is (v, A’,. I ‘)-regular. This establishes the first assertion of 
the lemma. 
If z*(K) = 0. the above argument may be relined as follows. In the second 
paragraph, the set J is defined to be the set of all PL embeddingsj: S + q(k) 
that are homotopic rel 8s to the inclusion and have the above properties (1) 
and (2). In the third paragraph we must then show that j’ is homotopic to 
the inclusion rela,S. But in fact since zJq(k)) 2 z*(K) = 0, and since j’ 
agrees with j except on the interior of the disc j-‘(D), it is clear that j’ is 
homotopic rel %S to j and hence to the inclusion. The rest of the argument 
goes through without change, and this proves the second assertion of the 
lemma. I 
4. APPROXIMATIONS ON SURFACES 
We now apply the results of Section 3 to refine those of Section 2, 
obtaining an honest PL approximation to the restriction of a topological 
embedding to a two-sided closed PL surface. The main result in 
Proposition 4.3. 
DEFINITION. Two (PL) simple closed curves in a (PL) manifold N are 
said to be (PL) homotopic if there is a (PL) homeomorphism a: C + C’ 
which, regarded as a map of C into, 4, is homotopic to the inclusion. 
Homotopy and PL homotopy in this sense are clearly equivalence 
relations. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C and C’ be two-sided PL simple closed curves in a PL 
surface T. Suppose that C is non-contractible, but that there is a map 
f. C + C’ which, regarded as a map of C into T, is homotopic to the 
inclusion. Then C and C’ are homotopic. 
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Proof We may assume aT= 0. Note that C’ must be non-contractible. 
Fix a basepoint x E C’, and let f denote the covering space of T determined 
by the subgroup Im(z,(C’, x) + n,(T’, x)) of ~c,(T’, x). Then there is a 
component c” of p- ’ (C’), where p: F + T is the covering projection, such 
that p / c’: c’ + C’ is a homeomorphism. It follows that f lifts to a map 
fl C + c” c i? By the covering homotopy property, since the inclusion 
i: C + T is homotopic to/, i lifts to a map z C --) F. 
Since C and C’ are two-sided PL simple closed curves in T, c = $C) and 
c” are clearly two-sided PL simple closed curves in i? In particular, F 
contains the non-contractible, two-sided PL simple closed curve c; since 
X,(F) is cyclic and 3F = 0, it follows that k- is an open annulus. Hence the 
non-contractible two-sided PL simple closed curves c’ and C’ must be 
homotopic in i? Thus their homeomorphic images under p, C and C’. are 
homotopic in T. m 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (T, n) be a surface thickening in a PL 3-mumfold M*. 
Let B be a non-contractible two-sided PL simple closed curve in T. and let v 
be a regular neighborhood of B in T. Let T* be an n-interpolated surface. 
Then (i) there is a PL simple closed curve B* c T* n n(i x f) which is two- 
sided and non-contractible in T*; (ii) any such curve B* is homotopic in 1 ?]I 
to the topological simple closed curve n(B); and (iii) any such B* is 
homotopic in T* to r]‘(B), for any n-interpolated homeomorphism 
ty’: T+ T*. 
Proof Observe that T* n n(B X 1) is a compact subset of T* f? ri(i x P), 
which is in turn an open subset of T* and hence a PL 2-manifold without 
boundary. Hence there is a compact PL 2-manifold W such that 
T*n(BXZ)c WC Wcn(i;xf)nT *. We shall prove assertion (i) by 
showing that some component B* of 8 W is noncontractible in T*. 
Assume to the contrary that each component b of 8W bounds a disc 
D, c T. If w is a component of W and b is a component of iiw, we must have 
either d, f’ G = 0, or w c D,. We distinguish two cases. 
Case I. There is a component w of W such that d, n 6~ = 0 for each 
component b of % W. Then w U Ub D,, where b ranges over the components 
of aw, is a closed surface; by connectedness, it must be all of T*. Thus 
n,(w) + zl(T*) is surjective. By Lemma 2.4, xi(w) --f rr,(iql) is therefore 
surjective, and in particular so is n,(i; X i) + z,(lql). But this is impossible: 
for 7~i(ti x i) % z,(c) z n,(B) is a cyclic group, whereas n,(lrl) z n,(7) is the 
fundamental group of a closed surface of non-positive Euler characteristic, 
and is therefore non-cyclic. 
Case II. For each component w of W, there is a component b of &+ 
such that w c D,. Then W is contained in the union of finitely many disjoint 
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PL discs in T*, and hence there is a component W’ of T* - k6’ such that 
rc,( W’) + x,(T*) is surjective. By Lemma 2.4, x,(W’) -+ x,(1 ~1) is therefore 
surjective. But since W’ is connected and W’ c T* - tic q((T - B) X P), 
there is a component R of T- B such that W’ c q(R x i). Thus 
x,(q(R) x Z)+ n,(\vI) is surjective, and hence so is n,(R) + n,(T). But this 
is impossible; for since B is non-contractible in T, no component of T - B 
can even carry the first integer homology group of T. Thus assertion (i) of 
the lemma is proved. 
We next prove assertion (iii). As in Section 2, we identify T with T x (i }. 
Let an ?I-interpolated homeomorphism q’: T+ T* be given. Let B* be any 
PL simple closed curve in T* n ~(a x i) which is two-sided and non- 
contractible in T*. By the definition of an q-interpolated homeomorphism. 
11’ 1 q’-‘(B*): q’+‘(B*)+ ltll is homotopic to rl 1 ?I’-‘(B*); thus, since ?l 
maps TX P homeomorphically onto 171. v-‘v’ I ?I’ ‘(B*): v’-‘(B*)-t TX P 
is homotopic to the inclusion map i: rl’ ‘(B*) + T x i. But the image of 
q-‘?l’ 1 ry’-‘(B”) is II-’ c fix P (since B” c ~(a X P)), and so 
-It/’ I v’-‘(B*) is homotopic, as 
: tj’-‘(Bzk)+ B x {$}. Th f  d 
a map of q’-‘(B*) into TX f to a map 
us an I are homotopic as maps of q’~ ‘(B*) into 
TX 9, and therefore as maps of t/’ ‘(B*) into T = TX {i }. This means that 
the hypotheses of 4.1 are satisfied if we set C = ,I’ ‘(B*), C’ = B. Hence the 
simple closed curves v’ ‘(B”) and B are homotopic in T. Site ‘1’: T + T* is 
a PL homeomorphism, B* and r]‘(B) are homotopic in T*. as required. 
To prove assertion (ii), we recall that there must exist an interpolated 
homeomorphism q’: T+ T* by Proposition 2.5. By assertion (iii), B* is 
homotopic to t]‘(B) in T”, and hence in Iv/. But t]‘(B) is homotopic to r](B) 
in I tr/; for the topological homeomorphism q’q ’ j tf(B): v(B) --t v’(B) is 
homotopic in I q I to the inclusion, as a consequence of the definition of an 
interpolated homeomorphism. Hence B* and q(B) are homotopic in 1’11, as 
required. 1 
DEFINITION. Let d be a reduced curve system on a closed PL surface T. 
By a .&region we mean a PL 2-manifold R c T such that aR c 8’. A .d- 
region R is called elementary if d is a component of T - .d. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 6 > 0 be given. Let M* be a compact PL 3- 
manifold equipped with a metric, and let (T, r) be a surface thickening in 
M*. Suppose that T has a reduced curue sjjstem 8 such that 
diam(q(R x I)) < 6 for each elementary .$-region R. Then there exist a 26. 
regular (Section 1) v-interpolated surface T”, and an q-interpolated 
homeomorphism ?I’: T+ T* which is a 2b-approximation to 11 1 T. 
Note. According to our conventions, any submanifold T* of M* is 
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understood to have the induced metric. Thus it makes sense to say that T* is 
26-regular. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of 4.3. Thus we assume for 
the remainder of the section that 6, M*, T and q satisfy the Hypotheses of 
4.3. We denote the metric on M* by d. Recall that we identify T with 
T x {i}.We fix a reduced curve system .3 c T, having mesh (6. If N is a 
regular neighborhood of .8 in T, and if we set K = T x I, @ = .Zr x I, 
, I ‘= N X I, then the Hypotheses of Section 3 hold. (The incompressibility of 
/z/ follows from the observation that, since each component B of 9 is a non- 
contractible, two-sided simple closed curve in T, n,(B) + n,(T) is injective.) 
Thus the terminology and notations of Section 3 may be used. If R is an 
elementary A!?-region, then R x Z is a p-region (Section 3), and v(R x I) has 
diameter <6 by the hypothesis of 4.3. Clearly we may choose the regular 
neighborhood N of <9 so that v((R X I),) has diameter <6 for every 
elementary .9-region R. 
Note that since x(T) < 0, we have n,(K) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists an q-interpolated surface which is (r], ?V,. I ‘)- 
regular in the sense of Section 3. 
Prooj By Proposition 2.3, there is an q-interpolated surface S c / v I. By 
definition, S is two-sided, 8s = 0, and S is incompressible, so that 
n,(s) + n,(lrlJ = Mm is injective. Thus S satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.1 and hence there exists a PL embedding j: S + T x i, homotopic 
to the inclusion (since n,(K) = 0), such that j(S) is (q, 9,. I ‘)-regular. We 
shall complete the proof by showing that j(S) is an v-interpolated surface. 
By 2.1. j(S) separates 1111: in particular, j(S) is two-sided. Since 
n,(S) + ~,(1vI) is injective, and since j is homotopic to the inclusion map, 
n,(j(S)) + rr,(i ~1) is again injective, and soj(S) is incompressible. It remains 
to prove that j(S) separates v(T x (0)) from r](T X ( 11) in 1 q/. By the 
Corollary to 2.1. we need only show that j(S) does not bound a compact 
submanifold of 1 ?I/, i.e., that j(S) determines a non-zero element of 
H,(I 71; n,). But S and j(S) determine the same element of H,(lql; Y2), since 
j is homotopic to the inclusion. Since S itself separates q(T x (0)) from 
q(T x ( 1 )) in 1~1, this element is indeed non-trivial. 1 
It will turn out that the interpolated surface provided by Lemma 4.4 has 
the properties asserted in Proposition 4.3. The next result will be used in 
showing this. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let R c T be a Sregion and let B be a component of .9 
which is not contained in R. Let T* be an q-interpolated surface, and let y be 
a two-sided PL simple closed curve in T* n q((B X I),). If y is homotopic to 
some simple closed curve in q(R x i), then y is contractible in T*. 
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Proof. Assume that y is non-contractible. Then by assertion (ii) of 
Lemma 4.2, with B* = y, y is homotopic to q(B) in T*. Thus the inclusion 
q(B) + / v / is homotopic in 1 r] 1 to a map of q(B) into u(R X Z); since q is a 
homeomorphism, this means that the inclusion B --t T is homotopic in T to a 
map of B into R. 
Hence there exists a PL map H: S’ x I+ T such that (i) H maps S’ x {O) 
homeomorphically onto B. and (ii) H(S ’ X { 1 1) c R’. Since B n R = 0, we 
may suppose that (iii) H is transversal to %R. Finally, among all maps 
having properties (i)-(iii), choose H so that the number of components of the 
closed PL l-manifold HP ‘(BR) is as small as possible. We claim that no 
component of H-‘(8R) can bound a disc in 5” x I. 
Indeed, if D c S’ x I is a disc such that ijD c H-‘(FR), then H 1 %D is 
homotopic to a constant map in T. But H maps %D into a component B’ of 
iiR c 8. Since d is a reduced curve system, B’ is a non-contractible two- 
sided simple closed curve in T, hence n,(B’) + z,(T) is injective. Therefore 
H I>D. regarded as a map of 6D into B’, is homotopic to a constant map. If 
D, is a small regular neighborhood of D in S’ X I. it now follows by 
transversality that H / aD, is homotopic in T - FR to a constant map. Hence 
there is a map H’: S’ X Z + T which agrees with H on (S’ X I) - d, and 
maps D, into T- ?R. Clearly H’ has properties (it(iii) above, but 
H’-‘(iiR) has fewer components than H ‘(8R). This contradicts the choice 
of H and proves the claim. 
Since H(S’ x {Ot) = B c T - R, and H(S’ x (11) cd, the connectedness 
of S’ x Z implies that H-‘(dR) # 0. But we have seen that each component 
of H-‘(8R) is a non-contractible simple closed curve in S’ x Z. Hence for 
any component C of Hm’(CR), CU (S’ X {O}) bounds an annulus in S’ x I. 
It follows that the inclusion B + T is homotopic in T to a map of B into a 
component B’ of aR c .8. By 4.1, B U B’ bounds an annulus in T. This 
contradicts the definition of a reduced curve system. and thus the lemma is 
proved. I 
LEMMA 4.6. Any q-interpolated surface which is (q, H,. I ‘)-regular 
(Section 3) is also 26.regular (Section 1). 
Prooj Let T* denote the given surface. Let D c T* be either a disc or 
an annulus. We must show that each point of D is at a distance (26 from 
BD. 
We define .$-regions R, R’ c T as follows: R is the union of all 
elementary .9-regions that intersect 8D; R’ is the union of all elementary .& 
regions that intersect R. Then .Y? = R x Z and .R’ = R’ x Z are e-regions. 
We claim that D c q(.‘$;). 
Clearly aD c .$L. Hence, by the definition of (7, #, I ‘)-regularity (with 
L = D), we have either (i) iiD c q(.$k) or (ii) there is a simple closed curve 
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y in Df? g((Fr, .a’>,) which is non-contractible in T*. If (ii) holds, D 
certainly cannot be a disc. But then D must be an annulus, and so y is 
homotopic to a component of c?D c ~(~3’). In particular, the inclusion 
y + q(T x Z) is homotopic to a map of y into r](3). On the other hand, y is 
contained in T* n q(Fr, .3”),) and hence in T* f’~ q(@#X Z) for some 
component B of 8R’. Then B is in particular a component of 3’; but by the 
construction of R’, B is not contained in R. Thus y is seen to satisfy the 
hypotheses of 4.5. Hence it is contractible in T*, a contradiction. This shows 
that alternative (ii) above cannot hold, and proves the claim. 
Now ~(9) is a union of sets of the form ?Z(r x I). where r ranges over 
elementary .$-regions such that q(r x I) intersects aD: and by hypothesis, 
the sets q(r x Z) have diameter (6. Similarly, I?(.#:) is a union of sets of the 
form v((r’ X O,), where r’ ranges over elementary .&regions such that 
q(r’ x I), and hence q((r’ x I),), intersect ~(9); and by the choice of the 
neighborhood N above, these sets q-(r!,J again have diameters (6. It follows 
that each point of D c r~(.,G?i) is at a distance (26 from aD, as required. 1 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T* be an q-interpolated surface which is (q, #,. I ‘)- 
regular. Then there is an q-interpolated homeomorphism q’: T+ T* which is 
a 26-approximation to q 1 T. 
ProoJ By Proposition 2.5, there exists some v-interpolated 
homeomorphism r;: T-, T*. Since r;, is a PL homeomorphism. V = ~,@9) 
is a reduced curve system on T*. 
On the other hand, for each component B of .9, assertion (i) of 
Lemma 4.2 provides a two-sided PL simple closed curve B* c T* n 
q((B x I),) which is non-contractible in T*; and by assertion (iii) of the 
same lemma, B* must be homotopic to q;(B) in T*. (The component of N 
containing B is the neighborhood v of 4.2, and we have v X I= (B x I),.) 
This means that there is a homeomorphism j, : q;(B) + B* which, regarded 
as a map of q;(B) into T*, is homotopic to the inclusion. We may takej, to 
be PL, since any homeomorphism of PL l-spheres is homotopic to a PL 
homeomorphism. Define a PL map j: @+ T to agree with j, on each 
component v;(B) of 9’. Then j is homotopic to the inclusion map. By 
construction we have j($,(B)) c q((B X Z),); hence the sets j(C) are disjoint 
for distinct components C of p, i.e., j is an embedding. 
We now apply the Corollary to Proposition 1.1 A, taking R = T* and 
defining V and j as above. This gives a PL homeomorphism J: T* + T”, 
isotopic to the identity, such that J 1 V = j. Set ‘I’ = .Z 0 ~1, : T-t T*. Then q’ 
is homotopic in T* (and hence in j F/I) to VA, and is therefore itself an q- 
interpolated homeomorphism. We must show that II’ is a 28-approximation 
to n 1 T. What is clear is that for any component B of .3, we have 
v’(B) =-W(B) =./W,(B)) = tl((B x &I. 
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Let p be any point of T. Then p lies in some elementary d-region R c T. 
Define a .&region R’ as the union of all elementary .&regions that intersect 
R. Let .#, 9’ denote the R-regions R x I and R’ x I. We claim that 
v’(R) = &“k). 
For each component B of dR we have q’(B)c v((B’ XIyg)c q(.Yj). 
Thus a(q’(R)) = q’(aR) c q(I?i). By hypothesis, T* is (q, fl.. f ‘)-regular. 
Applying the definition of (n, “//,. I ‘)-regularity, taking L = t/‘(R), we 
conclude that either (i) q’(R) c ?I(.!$), or (ii) there is a two-sided PL simple 
closed curve y in g’(R) C? (Fr .#‘)+ which is non-contractible in T*. Then 
q’-‘(y) c R. Since q’ is an r/-interpolated homeomorphism, y = v’(y’-‘(7)) 
is homotopic to q(q-‘(‘~)) c q(R). But since 1’~ tl’(R)C’ (Fr R’)#, y is 
contained in T* C? q((B’ x I),) for some component B’ of %R’; and B’ is a 
component of .d, not contained in %R. Thus Lemma 4.5 shows that JJ is 
contractible in T*. This contradiction shows that alternative (ii) above 
cannot hold: hence (i) must hold. and our claim is proved. 
Now r;l(.Y) = q(R x I) has diameter <6 by the hypothesis of 4.3. 
Furthermore, q(.Hk) is the union of 17(./u’) with sets of the form q((r’ x I),), 
where the r’ are &regions intersecting R; these sets themselves intersect .i, 
and by the choice of the neighborhood N of 8 made above, they each have 
diameter (6. Since p E R = R x { { ] c ri, we have q(p) E q(.H) and 
!I’( p) E q’(R) c n(. 22). Thus q’(p) lies in one of the sets q({v’ x I),). and it 
follows that d(q( p), t/‘(p)) ,< diam q(.Y) + diam q((r’ x I),) < 26. Since p 
was any point of T, this shows that 11’ is a 26.approximation to t/ 1 T. fl 
Proposition 4.3 follows immediately from Lemmas 4.4, 4.6 and 4.7. m 
5. EXTENDING FL APPROXIMATIONS TO PRETZELS 
We now consider the restriction of a PL embedding to a compact (but 
possibly non-orientable) handlebody in the interior of its domain. 
Proposition 4.3 allows us to approximate the restriction of the embedding to 
the boundary of the handlebody by a PL embedding. The main result of this 
section, Proposition 5.1, will allow us to extend this approximation to an 
approximating embedding on the handlebody. 
DEFINITION. Let M and t’ be compact PL 3-manifolds with P’ c k. Let 
T be a component of aM; let 2 c .4 be a properly embedded PL 2- 
manifold, with X/ c T. A collar neighborhood c of T in ti (Section 0) is 
said to be compatible with .? and ‘I’ if either (i) c( T X 10, 4 I) c .4 and 
Ync(Tx (O,f])=c((Zf)x lO,$l), or (ii)c(Tx 14, Il)c ?’ and /s n 
c(Tx 1;. l])=c(JV x 14, 11,. 
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DEFINITION. Let c be a collar neighborhood of a closed PL surface T in 
a PL 3-manifold M. If M has a metric, the thickness of c is defined to be 
supD,, r diam c( p X I). 
Observe that if M and M* are PL 3-manifolds, TC A4 is a compact PL 
surface with x(7’) < 0, c is a collar neighborhood of T in M (see Section 0) 
and h: M + M* is a topological embedding, then (T, hc) is a surface 
thickening. Thus it makes sense to speak of an hc-interpolated surface or 
homeomorphism. If we identify T with T X {f } as in Section 2, we have 
h 1 T = hc 1 T by the definition of a collar neighborhood. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let 6 > 0 be given. Let M and M* be compact PL 3- 
mantfolds. each equipped with a metric. Let .9 c k be a compact PL 3- 
mantfold, and T a component of 8.9’ such that x(T) < 0. Let 9 c / be a 
compact, properly embedded 2-mantfold, each component of which is a disc 
of diameter (6. Suppose that BY is contained in T and is in fact a reduced 
curve system in T. Let c be a collar neighborhood of T in I%?, which is 
compatible with 9 and 9’ and has thickness (6. Let h: M + M* be a 
topological embedding which is an isometry. Let T” be an hc-interpolated 
surface which is &regular. and let n’: T-1 T” be an hc-interpolated 
homeomorphism which is a &approximation to h 1 T. Assume that T” 
separates M”, and let .‘P* denote the closure of that component of M* - T* 
which contains h(. 4 - /cl). Then n’ extends to a PL embedding n’ : TV 
Y +. f* which is a 236.approximation to h 1 (TV Y). 
Note that in the above statement, ‘P - ICI is connected. since it is obtained 
from .,Y by removing a boundary collar; and h(-,Y - ICI) is contained in 
M* - T* since T* c]hc)= h(lc]). Thus the definition of .4* in the 
statement makes sense. 
This section is devoted to the proof of 5.1. For the remainder of this 
section, the hypotheses of 5.1 will be understood to hold. We define f * as 
in the statement of 5.1. 
Since c is compatible with .3 and a, we may assume by symmetry that 
c(T x [0, 11) c .P and that C2 CT c(T x [0, f]) = c((aQ) x [0, i]). Set 
,$ =.Puc(Tx [+, l]), and Ql=~Uc((&‘)X [j,l]). Then 9, is a 
properly embedded, compact PL 2-manifold in the PL 3-manifold ,< ; the 
components of 9, are discs; and Y’, f7 /cl = c((aQ) X Z). Fix a regular 
neighborhood B of 9, in ,“/“1 such that P n I cl has the form c(? ‘X I), where 
77 is a regular neighborhood of 8/l in T. (Note that the components of ii9 
are automatically two-sided in T, since the components of % are discs.) 
Since the components of Q have diameter <6 and c has thickness <6, the 
components of Q, have diameter <26. 
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LEMMA 5.2. For each component E of 8, there is a PL disc in h(i) 
whose boundary lies in T* n h@) and is non-contractible in T”. 
Proof. The component E of P is a regular neighborhood of a component 
D, of P/1 in .Y,. We have D, = DUc((aD) X [+, 11) for some component D 
of G’, and by the construction of P we have En 1 c/ = c( W X I), where W (a 
component of 77) is a regular neighborhood of cYD in T. The hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.2 are satisfied if we set 7 = h 0 c, B = iiD, and v = W. (B is non- 
contractible in T since 89 is a reduced curve system.) Hence, by assertion 
(i) of 4.2, there is a PL simple closed curve B* c T* n q(f?? ‘X i) = 
T* n hc(@ x f) = T* n h(g), which is two-sided and non-contractible in 
T*. We shall prove the lemma by showing that B* bounds a PL disc in 
h(g). 
We know that B* is contractible in h(g), since h(i) is topological/v an 
open 3-cell. A fortiori, B * is contractible in h(. 3 ). 
Since T* is an hc-interpolated surface, there is a unique component Q of 
lhcl- T* whose closure in M* contains hc(T x { 1 }). Let Q denote the 
closure of Q relative to 1 hcl. Then we have h(.Y,) = .Y* U 0, where .Y* n 
Q= T*. Furthermore, by the final assertion of Lemma 2.4, z,(T*) + x,(e) 
is an isomorphism. Hence by van Kampen’s theorem, x,(.9*) + r,(h(.Y,)) is 
an isomorphism. Since B* c T* is contractible in h(.?:), it is now seen to be 
contractible in 4”. By Dehn’s lemma, B* therefore bounds a PL disc 
D,* . c.P* 
Now let E’ be a regular neighborhood of D, in 9:) contained in the set- 
theoretic interior of E relative to ,?“I, but such that h ~ ‘(B*) c il. Then 
# = Fr f E’ is a union of two disjoint PL discs properly embedded in .Y, . 
Let I be a regular neighborhood of ;I/ in E, disjoint from h ‘(B*). Note 
that the hypotheses of Section 3 are satisfied if we take K = ,<, q = h / .<, 
and choose Y/ and . f as above. Furthermore. since ijD,* = B* is disjoint 
from h(. I .) = q(, I ‘), the hypotheses of the first sentence of Lemma 3.1 hold 
for S = 0:. Hence there is a PL disc D* (=j(D,*) in the notation of 3.1) 
which has B* as its boundary and is (h 1. ?, , #, I ‘)-regular. 
We shall show that D* c h(g), thus completing the proof that B* bounds 
a PL disc in h(E). We apply the definition of (h / ,781, i//, I )-regularity, 
taking the ;//-region .I? of the definition to be E’, and taking L to be all of 
D *. Note that we indeed have 8L = B * c h(k’ - I ‘) = ?I(. $J. Hence one of 
the condition (i), (ii) of the definition of (q, i//.. i ‘)-regularity must hold. But 
condition (ii) is absurd since D* 
h(E’ U. I ‘)- c h(i), as required. 
is a disc. Hence D* = L c r/(.2#) = 
1 
Recall that the &neighborhood of a compact subset X of a metric space 
(6 > 0) is the set of all points whose distance from X are less than 6. 
LEMMA 5.3. There is a family (Dt,) of disjoint, proper1.v embedded PL 
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discs in .P *, indexed by the components E of 8, such that, for each E, 3Dc, 
is contained in T* ~7 h(E) and is non-contractible in T*, and DcE is 
contained in the b-neighborhood of h(E). 
ProoJ By Lemma 5.2, for each component E of P there is a PL disc 
0% c h(g) whose boundary is a non-contractible curve in T*. We may take 
the 0: to be in “general position” in the sense that 8,* intersects T* 
transversally in a compact (possibly empty) PL l-manifold. 
In particular, this family (0:) of disjoint PL discs in h(p’,) satisfies the 
following conditions: (a) aD,* is a non-contractible curve in T*, (b) fiO: 
intersects T* transversally in a compact PL l-manifold, (c) 0: n T* c h(E), 
and (d) 0: is contained in the S-neighborhood of h(E). (In fact, (c) and (d) 
and the disjointness of the 0: are weak consequences of the property 
D,* c h(i).) 
Among all families of disjoint PL discs (D,*) in h(.?,), indexed by the 
components E of P and satisfying conditions (aF(d), we choose one for 
which the number of components of lJ, (Di n T*) is as small as possible. 
We shall show that this family, which we denote by (DE,), has the 
properties asserted in the lemma. All the asserted properties are in fact 
immediate consequences of conditions (a)--(d), except the property of being 
properly embedded in .4*. Establishing this property amounts, in view of 
(a), to showing that 6r,E c .P*. 
We first show that DtE n T* = 0 for each E. Assume otherwise. Then by 
(bh LtLo n T* is a non-empty closed PL l-manifold for some component 
E, of P. Suppose for the moment that some component y of dtE, n T* is a 
non-contractible curve in T*. Then y bounds a disc DFE cd,*, . Set 
DcE = DtEO for each component E # E, of P. Then the’ ;amily’ tD,*.,) 
satisfies conditions (at(d). (Condition (a) for E = E, follows from the non 
contractibility of y.) Since lJ, (D cE f? T*) clearly has fewer components 
than U, (DE, n T*), this contradicts the defining property of (DF,F). 
There remains the case in which every component of lJ, (..dF, n T*) is 
contractible in T*. Then every component of lJ, (dt, n T*) bounds a PL 
disc in T*. Now T* is not a 2-sphere; in fact, it is homeomorphic to T under 
g, and x(71< 0. It follows that some component y of dF,E n T* bounds a 
PL disc A c T* such that d contains no component of fiVFc n T*. Let E, be 
the component of P such that y c DcEO. We have y c h(E,) by (c). But since 
T* is b-regular, each point of A is at a distance <6 from some point of 
aA = y. Hence A is contained in the &neighborhood of h(E,). 
Let F denote the PL disc contained in dtEo and bounded by y. Since j 
contains no component of lJ, (D;“., n T*), we may choose a regular 
neighborhood Fi of F in titF and a disc F; c h(P,), bounded by aFi and 
disjoint from T*. Moreover, Fi may be taken to lie in an arbitrarily small 
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neighborhood of d; in particular we may take it to be contained in the 6- 
neighborhood of h(E,). 
Set D& = (Df,EO - P’;) U F;, and D& = DfL for E # E,. Then the 
family (Dt..E) satisfies conditions (a)-(d) above. (Condition (c) for E = E, 
follows from the observation that, since Fi f’ T* = 0, we have Df,E,,n T* c 
D,,,iOn T”.) But lJ, (Df.,C? T*) clearly has fewer components than 
U, (D,*., n T*); in fact, it is a union of certain components of 
U, to,*., C-T T*), y not among them. Again, the defining property of the 
family (DtF.) has been contradicted. This proves that dt,: n T* = 0 for 
each component E of 7. 
Hence either DtE is contained in one of the components of h(P,) - T*, 
i.e., in .?, or in the component Q of 1 hc( ~ T* whose closure in M contains 
hc(Tx (l}). If Dtb. c Q, then aDT,, contracts in /hcI, and hence in T* 
(since the AC-interpolated surface T* is by definition incompressible in Ihcl). 
This contradicts property (a) of the family (Dt,). We must therefore have 
dT%, c. i*; and as we observed above, this implies the conclusion of the 
lemma. I 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let (D,*.,:) be the family of discs given by 
Lemma 5.3. Set Y f = U,: DT,lL. Let D be any component of V and let E 
denote the component of 7 containing D. Then aDt, is a PL simple closed 
curve in T* n h(g) with is non-contractible in T*: it is two-sided in 
T* &2r”“, since it bounds the disc DtE c .Y’*. We chose the regular 
neighborhood 8 of V so that F n 1 cl = c(F‘ x I), where Y’ is a regular 
neighborhood of X? in T. If W is the component of ?Y containing aD, then 
i)DF, c T* n h(g) c h(l cl n ,F?) = hc( I@ x i), Thus the hypotheses of 
assertion (iii) of Lemma 4.2 hold if we set q = hc, B = iiD, v = W and 
B* = L?DT,,. Hence B* is homotopic in T* to q’(%D), where q’ is the inter 
polated homeomorphism in the hypothesis of 5.1. This means that there is a 
PL homeomorphism j, : rl’(aD) + 3D F.I; which, regarded as a map of q’(r3D) 
into T*, is homotopic to the inclusion. We may define a PL homeomorphism 
j: tf(iv)+ a2+:: to restrict toj,) on each component q’(aD) of q’(Z’). Then 
j, regarded as an embedding of I?‘(&‘) in T*. is homotopic to the inclusion. 
We wish to apply Proposition l.lA. We set 6= T*, V = q’(i)CL) (a 
reduced curve system in T* since 82’ is by hypothesis a reduced curve 
system in T) and define j as above. If D is any component of ‘I’, we have 
hc(iiD) c h(D) c h(E), where E again denotes the component of % 
containing D; since v’ is by hypothesis a S-approximation to h 1 T, it follows 
that y~‘(i)D) is contained in the &neighborhood U of h(E). But DT.,.- is also 
contained in U, since the family (DT,,) is the one given by Lemma 5.3. 
Hence rf’(aD)U aDE, c U; and since h is an isometry and E was taken to 
have diameter <26, it follows that diam(q’(aD) U aof,) < diam U < 46. 
Thus we have diam(CUj(C)) < 46 for every component C of W. This shows 
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that the hypotheses of 1.1A hold if 6 is replaced by 46. Hence j may be 
extended to a PL homeomorphism J: T* -+ T* which is PL 208isotopic to 
the identity. Fix a PL 2Ob-isotopy .P: T* x I-+ T” such that .Pi is the 
identity and .pl = J. 
For any a > 0 we may choose a collar neighborhood r of T* in h(.pi) 
having thickness <a. We may choose r so that T(T* x [O, f]) c ,P*; and 
we may extend J to a PL homeomorphism x -P* --) .Y* by setting 
y(T(p, s)) = r(.Yi-,s(p), s) for p E T, s E [O, 41, and letting Jbe the identity 
on .Y* - T(T* X (0, f]). If we set 
r = Tfy 4P,(p)~p)~ 
UEI 
we have d@(x), x) < r + 2a for all x E .q. But r < 206 since ,Y is a 208 
isotopy; hence we may choose a so that r + 2a < 206. Then Jwill be a 206. 
homeomorphism. 
Now for each component D of P we have j(q’(aD)) =j(v’(aD)) = cYDT,,, 
where E is the component of P containing D. Thus ~‘(cYD) is the boundary 
of the PL disc J-‘(DzE), and we may extend v’ 1 aD to a PL 
homeomorphism q;, : D -+ J-‘(DcE). S ince j is a 206.homeomorphism and 
DtE is contained in the b-neighborhood of h(E), q’(D)=J-‘(DE,) is 
contained in the 21bneighborhood of h(E). Since h(D) c h(E) and 
diam h(E) = diam E < 26, it follows that v;, is a 236.approximation to h 1 D. 
Now define a PL map q’ : T U D + .9* to agree with q’ on T and with z 
on each component D of f%. Then q’ is an embedding since it maps the 
distinct components of Q onto distinct components of J- ‘(99:). 
Furthermore, since q’ is a J-approximation to h 1 T and v;, is a 236- 
approximation to h 1 D, q’ is a 236-approximation to h I (TV GJ). m 
We conclude with a result that will be used in Section 7. It is really much 
easier than 5.1; but is convenient to prove it as a 
COROLLARY TO PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M and M* be compact PL 3- 
manifolds. Let .B c &f be a compact connected PL 3-manifold such that 8.9 
is connected and x(8.9) < 0. Let G! c .p be a compact, properly embedded 
PL 2-manifold, each component of which is a disc. Suppose that 89 is a 
reduced curve system in a.?. Let c be a collar neighborhood of a.? in Q. Let 
h: M + M* be a topological embedding. Let S* be an hc-interpolated 
surface, and q’ : a.9 + S * an hc-interpolated homeomorphism. Let ,9 * 
denote the closure of that component of M* - S* which contains h(,P - 1 cl). 
Then v’ extends to a PL embedding 7: 8.P U C? +. P *. 
ProoJ Choose metrics on M and M* in such a way that h becomes an 
isometry. Set 6 = diam M*. By symmetry we may assume that 
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~((~3.9) x [0, t]) c.9. Then it is easy to find a PL homeomorphism 
j: Y --t .B which is the identity on %.? and is such that j(Q) f~ c((8.P) x 
[O, +]) = c(Z2 n IO, ;I). Th’ IS means that c is compatible with .? and j(Q)). 
All the hypotheses of 5.1 are now satisfied if we replace 2 by j(Q) and T* 
by S*. Hence q’ extends to a PL embedding s: 8 PUj(V) --) .P*. To 
complete the proof we need only set q’ = qi j- ‘. 1 
6. HEEGAARD STRUCTURES 
The final result of this section, Proposition 6.3. includes the Approx- 
imation Theorem of the introduction for the case of closed manifolds. The 
proof in this case amounts to applying the results of Sections 4 and 5 to the 
surface and handle-bodies of a Heegaard splitting for the domain. Since 6.3 
gives information in the bounded case as well as in the closed case, the first 
step in proving it will be to discuss a notion of Heegaard splitting for the 
bounded case. 
DEFINITIONS. A Heegaard structure in a compact connected PL 3- 
manifold M, is an ordered triple (T, ‘s’“, Y ‘), where 
(i) T c M, is a closed PL surface and x(T) < 0; 
(ii) M, - T has two components, whose closures in M, are compact 
PL 3-manifolds P” and P’; 
(iii) for i = 0, 1, ‘9” is a compact PL 2-manifold in P’, and each of its 
components is a disc; 
(iv) ‘J’ i n T= &” for i = 0 1. 7 3 
(v) the l-manifolds 9” n T (i = 0, 1) are both reduced curve systems 
in T; and 
(vi) each component of M, - (TV 9” U 5 ’ ) is the interior of a 
closed PL 3-cell in MO. 
Note that we do not stipulate T c M. 
The closures of the components of MO - (TU.9’” U 5’ ’ ) are called the 
chambers of the Heegaard structure (T, V”, 2 ’ ). If M, has a metric, the 
mesh of (T, ‘I”, <” I ) is defined to be the largest number which occurs as the 
diameter of a chamber. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let MO be a compact connected PL 3-manifold equipped 
with a metric, and let 6 be a positive number. Then MO has a Heegaard 
structure (T, ‘f ‘, 5’ ‘) of mesh (6. Furthermore, (T, 2’. 5’ ‘) may be chosen 
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so that (a)for every chamber E, T - BE is connected, and (b) M, - T has at 
least one component whose (manzjiold-theoretic) boundary is precisely T. 
Proof: Identify M,, by a PL homeomorphism, with the underlying space 
of a simplicial complex K, in which the star of each vertex has diameter (6 
in the given metric. Let P” denote the second derived neighborhood of the l- 
skeleton K”’ of K, that is, the union of all closed simplices of the second 
barycentric subdivision of K which intersect K’“. Set T= 8P”. Let K’*‘* 
denote the dual 2-skeleton of K, that is, the union of the links of all the 
vertices of K in the first barycentric subdivision of K. Set 9’ = KC*‘* f? PO. 
Set p’=M, and g’=p’nK(*‘, where K’*’ denotes the 2skeleton 
of K. 
Note that the closed 2-manifold T = BP0 is connected since K’” is a 
connected l-complex, and that x(T) = 2x(P”) = 2x(K”‘) ,< 0, since K”’ is 
certainly not acyclic. This establishes condition (i) of the definition of a 
Heegaard structure. 
Condition (ii) amounts to saying that the sets PO and P,, just defined, are 
connected; we have already pointed out that PO is connected, and P, is 
connected since it is the closure of the complement of a regular 
neighborhood of a l-dimensional polyhedron in a connected 3-manifold. 
Each component of 9’ has the form Do = CT* n PO, where u* is a dual 2-cell 
of K-that this, the intersection of the closed stars relative to K’ of the two 
vertices incident to a l-simplex of K. Each component of Q’ has the form 
D ’ = o n P’, where B is a %-simplex of K. It is standard that Do and D ’ are 
discs, and that Do n T = 8Do, D’ f’ T = cYD’; thus conditions (iii) and (iv) 
hold. It is equally standard that each set of the form r n PO, where r is a 
dual 3-cell (i.e., the closed star relative to K’ of a vertex of K) or r* n P’, 
where r* is a closed 3-simplex of K, is a 3-cell. The components of 
M - (TV 9” U 9’) are the interiors of the 3-cells of these two forms, and 
so condition (vi) holds. 
To establish condition (v), we first show that each component of T - 9’. 
for i = 0 or 1, is the interior of a compact PL surface R c T such that 
x(R) < 0. We first consider the case i= 0. The components of T- Go are 
the sets of the form Tn E, where the PL 3-cell E is the closure of a 
component of P” - 9”. As we noted above, E has the form cr* n PO, where 
u* is a dual 3-cell. Then o* = star,, v, for some vertex v of K. Clearly 
Tn i is the interior of a sphere-with-n-holes R c T, where n is the number 
of vertices of K in link, v. Since K is a triangulation of a 3-manifold we have 
n > 3, so that x(R) = 2 - n < 0. This proves our assertion for i = 0. 
We now turn to the case i = 1. The components of T - g are of two 
kinds. Those contained in the interior of MO have the form T n l?‘, where the 
PL 3-cell is the closure of a component of p’ - Q”. As we noted above, E 
has the form u n P’, where u is a closed 3simplex of K. Since a 3-simplex 
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has four 2-dimensional faces, Tfl g is the interior of a sphere-with-four- 
holes R c T; we have x(R) = -2 < 0. 
The remaining components of T - 9 I have the form B - 9’ ‘, where B is a 
component of am,; B n 5” is a disjoint union of discs, one contained in 
each 2-simplex of K lying in k,. The number k of 2-simplices in the 
triangulation of the closed surface B must be at least four. Hence 
,y(B - ‘I’ ’ ) = x(B) - IZ < 2 - 4 < 0. Thus our assertion is proved in all cases. 
We are now ready to check condition (v) of the definition of a Heegaard 
structure. If 9” n T (i = 0 or I) were not a reduced curve system. there 
would be a disc or annulus A c T. with %A c ‘I”. Claerly A must be a union 
of closures of components R, . . . . . R, of T- ‘1”. But then x(A) = 
Cy=, X(Ri) < 0, by the assertion just proved. This contradicts the 
assumption that A is a disc or annulus, and (v) is established. 
Thus (T, 9”. V ’ ) is indeed a Heegaard structure. Each chamber E has 
been shown to have the form r n A0 or T* f? A ‘, where r (or r*) is a dual 3- 
cell (or a closed 3-simplex). In particular, 5 (or r*) is contained in the star of 
a vertex of K. By our choice of K it follows that diam E < 6. Thus 
(T, Y ‘, 9’ ’ ) has mesh (6. This proves the first statement of the lemma. 
Note that (T, ‘I “‘, 9 ‘) has property (b) of the second statement of the 
lemma, since T = ,?P” by definition. In order to guarantee property (a), we 
claim that it is enough to take K to be the first barycentric subdivision of 
some triangulation t of M”. (Of course, if L is chosen so that the star of any 
vertex of L has diameter <S, then K will have the same property.) 
To prove (a), we first consider the case of a chamber E c P”. Then E has 
the form T* f? PO, where T* = star,, ~1 for some vertex I: of K. Saying that 
T- 8E is connected is then equivalent to saying that K”’ - star, I’ is 
connected: this in turn follows from the fact that both M,, and link, 2’ (a disc 
or 2-sphere) are connected. 
In the case E c P’, E has the form T n P’, where T is a closed 3-simplex 
of K. Then saying that T - aE is connected is equivalent to saying that 
K’“‘ _ f is connected, where K”” denotes the union of all the dual l-cells of 
K. But this is easily seen to be true if K is a barycentric division. m 
LEMMA 6.2. Let c > 0 be given. Let .y4 and 4” be compact connected 
PL 3-manifolds equipped ivith metrics, and let h ..: d + .4” be a topological 
embedding Mihich is an isome@)>. Let F be a positiue number less than 
+ diam .Y”. Set 6’ = ;p ..(~/2) ( see Section 0). Let X be a compact 
subpolyhedron of. f. Suppose that each component of. 4” - X is the interior 
of a closed PL 3-cell E c Y’, having diameter (6’. and such that X - FE is 
connected. Then an)’ PL embedding h,;. : X + d * lvhich is a 6’.approximation 
to h ,. 1 X extends to a PL embedding h’,: 7’ ---t Y.“* ivhich is an cm 
approximation to h /‘. 
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Proof: Let E denote the closure of any component of .V - X. By 
hypothesis, E is a closed PL 3-cell, aE c X, and diam E < 6’. Since h,, is an 
isometry we have diam h.(E) < 6’; and since h; is a &-approximation to 
h, I X h;(X) 1 ies in the b’-neighborhood of h(8E) and hence has diameter 
less than 36’ =P~*(E/~). Hence hL(k?E) bounds a PL 3-cell E* c ,Y*, having 
diameter <s/2. Note that since hk(aE) lies in the 8’keighborhood of h,AaE), 
and since 6’ = !P,~*(E/~) ,< c/6 < ~14, aE* lies in the e/4-neighborhood of 
h,,(aE); and since diam h,,(E) = diam E < 6’ < s/4, it follows that 
diam(E* U h.(E)) < E. Hence if we extend h& 1 CUE: 8E -+ dE* to a PL 
homeomorphkm II; : E -+ E *, h; is an s-approximation to h 9 1 E. 
We next extend hk to a PL map h’,,: .Y + M* be letting h> restrict to hl, 
on each closure E of a component of .P -X. Then since 6’ < E, h’, is an E- 
approximation to h,,.We must show that h’? is an embedding. Since each 
map hk is an embedding, this amounts to showing that for each closure E of 
a component of .Y -X, h,‘,(E) is disjoint from h’,(Y - I?). 
We first show that h,‘,(E) is disjoint from h,‘dX - CUE). Since aE c X and 
since h’,) X = h; is an embedding, h/,(X - aE> is certainly disjoint from 
h;(aE), which is the boundary of the 3-cell hj(E). Furthermore, X - 8E is 
connected by hypothesis. Hence if h’,(X - aE> intersected h’,(E), it would be 
contained in h>(E). This would imply diam h’?(X - aE> < diam h$JE). We 
shall derive a contradiction from this last assertion. 
Since, by hypothesis, each component of 9 -X has diameter <6’, and 
since 9 is connected, we have diam .P < (diam X) + 26’. But diam X = 
diam Iz7(X) < diam h,;(X) + 26’, since h’, 1 X = hi is by hypothesis a 6’. 
approximation to h,, ( X. Furthermore since h’,(aE) intersects the closure of 
h’,(X - cYE), and since we observed above that diam h’,(aE) = diam hk(aE) 
< 36’, we have diam h,>(X) < diam h,‘?(aE) + diam h’,(X - 8E) < 
diam h>(X - 8E) + 36’. Thus diam .3 < diam h’AX - 8E) + 76’ < 
diam h’,(X - aE) + 3 E, since we observed above that 6’ < s/6. Our above 
assertion that diam h$(X - aE> < diam h’?(E) now implies that diam .9’ < 
diam h’,(E) + $ E; whence, recalling that diam hj(E) < s/2 by construction, 
we obtain diam .9 < 2s. This contradicts the hypothesis that E < $ diam .8. 
Thus we have shown that for the closure E of any component of .Y -X, 
h>(X - 8E) is disjoint from h(E). We are required to show that h’J,V -E) 
is disjoint from h(E). Thus we need only show that if E’ #E is the closure 
of a component of 9 -X, then h,‘,(E’) f’ h’?(E) = 0. But the boundary of 
the PL 3-cell hj(E’) is contained in the closure of h’JX - aE) and hence is 
disjoint from h,>(E). By symmetry, the boundary of h’,(E) is disjoint from 
h,!&“). This is all we need, since two n-cells in an n-manifold have disjoint 
interiors if the boundary of each is disjoint from the interior of the other. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let M and M* be compact PL 3-manifolds, and let 
M” be equipped with a metric. Let h: M + M” be a topological embedding. 
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Let M, c hi- be a compact PL 3-manifold. Then for any E > 0, h ) M, may be 
&-approximated by a PL embedding. 
Proof: We may assume that M, M, and M* are connected. Define a 
metric on A4 so that h is an isometry. We may certainly assume that 
F < j diamM,. Set 6 = (1/138)p,,,.(s/2). By 6.1, M, has a Heegaard 
structure (T, /I”, 9 ‘) of mesh <6. Moreover. we may take (T, C/O, 5” ‘) to 
satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of 6.1. It follows from condition (b) that T 
separates M and that h(T) separates M *. Let .Y”’ denote the component of 
M - T that contains ‘I” (i = 0, 1). By condition (b) of 6.1 and by symmetry, 
-3 we may assume that 3 c M, and that ii.?+” = T. (Then ,Y” = PO, in the 
notation of the definition of a Heegaard structure.) Set ..d’ = 89’. By 
condition (v) of the definition of a Heegaard structure, do and .A?’ are 
reduced curve systems. Since c??’ = T, it is clear that each .$‘O-region R has 
the form En T, where E is one of the chambers of the Heegaard structure. 
We have diam R < diam E < mesh( T, V”,5’ ’ ). 
Note that 5’ ’ is properly embedded in .i”’ for i = 0, 1. Given any a > 0, 
we may choose a collar neighborhood c of T in M, which has thickness <a 
(Section 5). and is at once compatible (Section 5) with .b” and ii’, and with - 
?’ and /I’ ‘. Then for each do-region R we have diam c(R X 1) < diam R + 
2a < mesh(T, ‘I”, IS’ ‘) + 2~2. Since (7’, Y ‘, 9 ‘) has mesh < 6, we may 
choose a so as to guarantee that diam c(R x I) < 6 for each elementary A!?‘- 
region R; hence hc(R x I) < 6 for each such R. 
The hypotheses of Proposition 4.3 are thus seen to be satisfied if we define 
T, M* and 6 as above and set II= h 0 c. Hence there is a 2b-regular hc- 
interpolated surface T*, and an hc-interpolated homeomorphism q’: T+ T* 
which is a 2b-approximation to h 1 T (= hc / T under the identification of T 
with T x 14 )). 
The hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 are now seen to hold if we set .9 = Y”‘, 
9 = ‘/’ (i = 0 or 1) and replace 6 by 26. (The hypothesis that T* separates 
M follows from the above observation that h(T) separates M*, together with 
the definition of an hc-interpolated surface. The components of iTi have 
diameter <6 < 26, since they are contained in chambers of (T, C/O, 9’ ‘), 
which has mesh <A) 
Hence, for i=O, 1, 7’ extends to a PL embedding q”: TUL/‘+.Y+*~, 
which is a 466.approximation to h 1 TV % ‘; here .P*j denotes the closure of 
that component of M* - T* which contains h(. b’ - 1 cl). Note that .Y*’ and 
.?‘*I are the closures of the distinct components of M* - T*. 
For the final step of the argument we’ll need to know that P,~,(E/~) < 
p Y+i(~/2) for i = 0, 1. Since T* is the frontier of. 9”’ in M*, it is clear from 
the definition of p,*(c/2) and p Y,i(~/2) that this inequality will hold provided 
diam T* > e/2. TO see that this last inequality is true, note that since 
mesh (T, Y”, C? ‘) < 6, we have diam MO < diam T + 26 < diam c(T x 1) + 
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26 = diam lhcl + 26. But since T* is an q-interpolated surface, it must 
intersect every hc({ p) x Z) for every p E T, and diam hc({ p) x I) = 
diam c((p) X Z) < 6 for each p E T, since we guaranteed above that 
diam c(R x Z) < 6 for each elementary A?‘-region 9. Hence diam 1 hcl < 
diam T* + 6. Therefore diam T* > (diam MO) - 36 > 3s - 36 > F. which is 
more than we needed. Thus we have shown that p,,,,(s/2) < p ?*,(s/2). 
For i=O, 1, we wish to apply Lemma 6.2, taking .P=.Y”‘, .3* =.Y*‘, 
h 9 = h I Yi, X= TV ai, and hk = q”. The number 6’ of 6.2 is 5p,(s/2) > 
+p,,(s/2) = 466. Hence q’[ is a 6’-approximation to h / (TV U’). On the 
other hand, the components of .3’ - (TV G?[) are interiors of chambers 
whose diameters are <6 < 6’. Hence to apply 6.2, we need only check that 
E < f diam .Y’. But since the chambers of (T, go, G’) outside of .3’ have 
diameter <6, each point of MO has minimum distance <6 from .Y’. 
Hence diam MO < diam .P’ + 26. Using the hypothesis, we get E < 3 diam MO 
< f diam .P’ + 6 < 4 diam .Yj”’ + f p,*(s/2) < f diam.P’ + q’4 < 
5 diam 9” + s/3, which implies E < i diam 9’. By 6.2, therefore, q” extends 
to a PL embedding ZZ’,~: .3’+ .8*’ which is an s-approximation to h / .z, 
The PL map h’: MO + .4*‘, defined to restrict to h fli on .T (i = 0, 1) is an 
s-approximation to h 1 MO. It is also an embedding, since, as we observed 
above . .B *’ and .P* ’ are closures of distinct components of M* - T*. 1 
7. FITTING TOGETHER PL APPROXIMATIONS ON SURFACES 
This section and the next are devoted to showing. roughly, that two PL 
approximations to a topological embedding of a compact 3-manifold are 
isotopic by a small ambient isotopy. In this section (Proposition 7.2) we 
construct an isotopy between the restrictions of the given PL approximations 
to a surface in the domain manifold. Thus this section is related to Section 8 
as Section 4 was to Section 6. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let A and A* be PL annuli, and let h: A + A* be a map 
such that h j aA is a PL homeomorphism of CYA onto 8A *. Then h is 
homotopic rel I~A to a PL homeomorphism of A onto A *. 
ProojI We may assume that A = A* = S’ X I. By the relative PL 
approximation theorem, we may assume that h is PL. Choose a point s E S’. 
Clearly h ) {s) x Z is homotopic rel{s} x aZ to the map hi: (s} x I+ S’ x Z 
defined by hj(s, t) = (p(q(s)), t), were p: S’ x I+ S’ is projection onto the 
first factor. Let a be a regular neighborhood of (s} in S’. Since hi is an 
embedding, and since the arc hi( (s\ x Z) is automatically two-sided in 
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S’ x Z, hi extends to a PL embedding h: of a x I into S’ X I, which is 
homotopicrelaX~Ztoh/a~Z.Themaph~:(S’X~Z)U(aXZ)~S’XZ, 
defined to agree with h on S’ x 8Z and with hhon a X I, is homotopic 
relS’xaZ to hI(S’XaZ)U(aXZ). Since h; restricts to a PL 
homeomorphism between the boundaries of the discs D = (S’ - ti) x Z and 
D* = (S’ X Z) - hA(a x I), h: ID extends to a PL homeomorphism of D 
onto D*; hence h& extends to a PL homeomorphism h’: S’ X I+ S’ X I. 
Since D is a disc and r2(S’ x Z) = 0, h’ is homotopic to h rel S’ X al. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let M* be a compact PL 3-manifold equipped with a 
metric. Let E > 0 be given, and let 6 be a positive number <<;p,,,(~/6). Lef 
(T, n) be a surface thickening in M*, such that diam n(T) > E. Suppose, 
moreover, that T has a reduced curve system .21 such that 
diam(q(R X I)) < 6, f or each elementary .&region R. Then there is a number 
a > 0, such that for any two PL embeddings r/i, ni : T x I-( M* which are a- 
approximations to n, there is a PL homeomorphism j: M” --f M”, PL E- 
isotopic to the identity rel M* - In/. such that jn; ( T= n; 1 T. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of 7.2. We take M*, 
E, 6, (T, ye) and .Y? to satisfy the hypotheses of 7.2. We fix a regular 
neighborhood I of .& in T, and write B, for the component of I ’ 
containing a component B of r/. For each .A-region .d, we set 
Hg=.#u(JRBz and .Yb = .H - IJ, g#, where B ranges over the 
components of a.$‘. Since diam n(R x I) < 6 for each elementary .&region 
R, we may suppose I to be chosen so that n(R, x I) < 6 for each such R. 
As always, we identify T with T x { 4 } c T X I. On the other hand, for any 
setQcT,wenowsetQ+=Qx(~)andQ~=Qx{$}. 
LEMMA 7.3. For sufficiently small a > 0 the following statement is true. 
(*) Let n;, n; : T x I+ M* be PL embeddings which are a-approximations 
to n. Then for any component B of .d, there is a PL annulus A* c ~(8, X Z) 
such that iiA* = rl;(B+)U n;(B-). and A* n (q;(T,)U ni(T.-)) = 0. 
Proof It is enough to show, given any component B of. 8, that there is 
an a > 0 such that (*) is true for this particular B. Set N= B,. and choose 
regular neighborhoods N’, N” of B in T such that N” c N’ c N’ c I%? 
We claim that for suff’ciently small a > 0, if 11’: TX I+ I@ is a PL 
embedding which is an a-approximation to v, we have 
0) rl’(Tx Ii3~l)clvI; 
(ii) q’(B x [i, a]) c q(nS” x P); 
(iii) n’(T_) r\ n(N” X Z) c n?‘(hsrY); 
(iv) q’(N’) c q(N x Z); 
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(v) tf(z- x {;I) c v(T x (0, f>>, UT-1 c v(T X (0, +I>, and 
q’(T+) c q(T x (f? 1)); 
(vi) ~‘(7’~) separates ~(Tx {$}) from ~(Tx {i]) in IF,/; and 
(vii) ~‘(Tx {b}) and v’(r-) are incompressible in 1~1. 
In fact, (i), (ii), (iv) and ( v o ) b viously hold for small a; and (iii) becomes 
equally obvious if we rewrite it as q((T- N’)-) c q((r- f’?) X Z) (which is 
indeed equivalent since II’ is an embedding). To see that (vi) holds for small 
a, we first note that q( T x (4,;)) is equal to 1 q, / for some surface thickening 
(T, II,) in M*. Hence, according to the Corollary to 2.1, if we take a small 
enough to guarantee that v’(T-) c ty(Tx (f, $)), then either (vi) will hold or 
q’(T-) will bound a compact PL 3-manifold in q(TX (4, i)). But for small 
enough a, 7’ 1 T_ must be homotopic to 9 1 T- in T X (i, 4); thus v’(T) 
represents the non-zero element of H,(q(T x (5, i)); ZJ, and hence does not 
bound a compact PL 3-manifold in q(T x (4, f)). This establishes (vi) for 
small a. Finally, if we take a small enough to guarantee that ?z’ 1 TM and 
q’ 1 T x {d} are homotopic in 17 I to r~ I Tp and r I T x {d }, respectively, then 
(vii) will clearly hold. This proves our claim. 
We shall complete the proof of 7.3 by showing that if (i)-(vii) hold for a 
given a, then (*) does also. Let vi, q; : T x Z + fi be PL embeddings that are 
a-approximations to q. Consider the PL annulus C, = ?;(B-x [i, a]). We 
have C, c r~(@” X Z) by (“) 11 , so that in particular C, c q(N x I); on the other 
hand, C, is a properly embedded submanifold of q;(T x [d, a]). We 
obviously have X, = q;(B X {i, a}). Finally, we have C,n qi(T-) c 
q(fi” x I) n &(T_) c r&(fii’) by (iii). H ence by moving the interior of CO 
into general position, we obtain a PL annulus C such that (a) Cc I?(# x I), 
(b) XY = q;(B x {b, a}), (c) Cn q;(T+) = vi@+), and (d) C intersects 
v;(T_) transversally in a subset of q;(fiY). 
Among all PL annuli C having properties (a), (b), (c) and (d), we select 
one for which the number of components of Cn q;(T-) is as small as 
possible; call it C, . We shall see that no component y of C, n q$(TJ 
bounds a disc in C,. Indeed, assume the contrary. Then by (vii), y is 
contractible in qJ(T-). But y c C, n q;(T-) c q;(P?l), by (d). Since N’ is a 
regular neighborhood of the non-contractible curve B in T, r,(k) + n,(T) is 
injective. Hence y is actually contractible in q;(l\j,), and therefore bounds a 
disc in $(&‘[). 
Among all discs D c r$(@) whose boundaries lie in C,, choose one, say, 
D,, which is minimal with respect to inclusion. Note that D, c q(P? X i), 
since q;(N[) c q(N x Z) by (iv). Note also that yO = ~30, is contractible in 
C, ; for since C, is an annulus in 1 q I having q;(B x {b}) as one boundary 
component, it follows from (vii) that rc,(C,) --) nI(q(T X Z)) is injective. Thus 
y,, bounds a disc D’ c C, . Now if d is a small regular neighborhood of D’ in 
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C,, aA bounds a disc A’ c M*, disjoint from u;(T-) but arbitrarily close to 
D,. In particular, we may take A’ to be contained in q(N X i); since 
UT-) n rll(T+ > = 0 by (~1, we may take A’ to be disjoint from r];(T+); 
and, by the minimality of D,, we may take A’ to be disjoint from C,. But 
then C = (C, - 8) u A’ is a PL annulus having the above properties (a), (b), 
(c) and (d), and C n q;(T) has fewer components than C, f? q;(T_ ). This 
contradicts the defining property of C, , and our assertion that no component 
of C, n q;(T-) bounds a disc in C, is thus proved. 
Next we show that C, n r;(T-) is non-empty. In fact, the boundary 
components of C, are vi(B x {b}) and qj(B+), which by (v) are contained in 
v(T x (0, f]) and rl(T x [f , I>>, respectively. By (vi), q;(T) separates 
rl(Tx (0, +]> from rl(TX [i, 1)) in q(T X i); in particular, it separates the 
two components of X, from each other, and must therefore intersect C,, as 
asserted. 
According to the last two assertions proved, the components of 
C, n qS(T_) form a non-empty set of (disjoint) simple closed curves in the 
annulus C, , none of which bounds a disc. Since b, = ql(B+) is a component 
of X,, it now follows that there is an annulus A,* c C, whose boundary is 
the union of b, and a component bi of C, n qi(T-) # 0. Note that A,* is 
also disjoint from q;(T+) by properties (b) and (c) of C, ; and that 
A,* c q(d x i) by property (a). Now b,” is a non-contractible PL simple 
closed curve in C, n q;(T-) c q;(??) (by (d) and the above observation 
that QC,)+ ~l(lvl) is injective). Therefore 6: is isotopic to b, = r];(B_) in 
q;(fi:). Since qi(N’) c n(fi x i) by (iv), we may replace A,* by an annulus 
A* c q(g x P) having b, and b2 as boundary components, and such that 
A* n (hqT+)u r~i(T-)) = 0. I 
From this point on, K denotes the set T, U T- U (A? X [i , a]). 
LEMMA 7.4. There is a number u > 0 such that the following statement 
is true. (* *) Let vi, 11; : T x I + M* be PL embeddings which are a- 
approximations to q. Then there is a homotopy F: K X I + / q 1 such that (i) 
6 = v I K, Lx; I T, = 7; / T, and ,& 1 T- = qi I T- ; (ii)fir each u E I, and 
each elementary Sregion R, we have ..Fu(Rp) c ~(2, x (0, f)) and 
.Fu(R +) c q(k, x (!, 1)); (iii) f or each u E I and each component B of .3, 
we have Fz(B x [a, $1) c q(g, x i); and (iv).? is a PL embedding. 
Proof: We suppose a to be small enough so that the statement (*) of 7.3 
is true. In addition, we clearly may guarantee, by choosing a small enough, 
that for every PL embedding r’: T x I+ M* which is an a-approximation to 
q, there is a homotopy Rt : T, x 1-t I nl such that (a+) YYl = v I T, , 
(b+),X:=v’lT+, (c+)~Yu+(R+)cq(b,x(f,l)) for every uE1 and 
every elementary .%region R, and (d’)RJ(B+) c v(j, X (5, 1)) for every 
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u E Z and every component B of .9. Similarly, we may guarantee that for 
every such n’ there is a homotopy ,3- : T- x Z - ) n 1 such that 
(aa)R;=rI T-, (b~)~~;=~‘I T-, (c-)X;(R_)cq(@#x (0,:)) for 
every u E Z and every elementary J&region R, and (d~)~~;(B~) c 
a(j, x (0, i)) for every u E Z and every component B of .d. We shall show 
that (* *) is true for any a with the above properties. 
Let ~1, ~5 : T x Z - M* be PL embeddings which are a-approximations to 
q. Since (*) holds for the a we have chosen, there is a PL annulus 
A,* c r@# X Z), for each component B of 9, such that &I,* = ql(B+) U 
W-) and k$ n (rl(T+)U n;(T)) = 0. 
Choose a homotopy 3’+ such that (a+), (b’ ), (c ‘) and (d ‘) hold for 
q’ = r~;, and a homotopy ilf”- such that (a-), (b-), (c-) and (d-) hold for 
n’ = ~4. Let B be any component of .A?‘. Let A, denote the PL annulus 
BX [a,i]cTxZ, so that &t,=B+UB-. Define a PL homotopy 
.XB: &I, x I- 1~1 to agree with X+ on B, x I, and with X- on B- XI. 
By (d+) and (d-), 3” may be regarded as a homotopy in q(g, X Z). On the 
other hand, 3’: = q j &l,, by (a+) and (a-). By the homotopy extension 
property for polyhedra, there is a homotopy FE : A, X Z+ q(g, X i) such 
that <?t = rZ I A,, and 2’ I (aA,) x I=.-&@. 
Now observe that by property (d+) of the homotopy <z+, 111 / B, is 
homotopic in y~(j# x Z) to r] / B + ; hence ql(B+)+ ~(B,x Z) is a homotopy 
equivalence. On the other hand, II; - A$ is obviously a homotopy 
equivalence. Hence so is Ai + r](i# x Z); i.e., A,* is a deformation retract of 
rf(i# x i). 
But LpT is a map of A, into r@, x Z), and G@: 113A, =9?: agrees with 
3’:, and hence with ?I;, on B, and with ,W;, hence with n;, on BP. Thus 
,.pT maps 8A, into aA,* b y a PL homeomorphism. Since A,* is a defor- 
mation retract of f@, x Z). .@ is homotopic in v(A$ X Z), rel %A,, to a 
map h: A, -+ Ai. Since h induces a PL homeomorphism between CYA, and 
3Ai, it follows from Lemma 7.1 that h is homotopic in AZ, rel dA,, to a PL 
homeomorphism of A, onto A$. This permits us to replace the homotopy 
p” by a homotopy ~pB* : A, x Z --) II@’ X Z) such that Fit = r] / A,, ~ir”T’ 
is a PL homeomorphism of A, onto AZ, and pB* / 8A, is the composition of 
.pB with a constant homotopy. 
We define the homotopy YY: K x Z -+ I r~ I by taking ..p ( T, (resp. .x’ 1 T-) 
to be the composition of Rt (resp.R”-) with a constant homotopy, and 
setting .;%” I (B x [ $, a]) x Z =.pB’ for each component B of 3. Properties 
(i)-(iv) of .GY follow from the defining properties of p+ and .F- and the 
construction of the*B*. 1 
From this point, we fix a number a, 0 < a < 612, such that the statement 
(* *) of Lemma 7.4 is true, and such that t(T X [a, i 1) c 1’11 for any map 
u’: T x Z - M* which is an a-approximation to Y/. It will turn out that the 
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conclusion of Proposition 7.2 is true for any such cr. From now on, 
yl;,tj;: TX I-M* are understood to be PL embeddings which are a- 
approximations to v. 
LEMMA 7.5. There is a PL embedding q”: T x [$ , $]+ / ‘11 which is an 
E/3-approximation to q, and which agrees with qi on T, and with qi on T . 
Proof Fix a PL homotopy YY: K x I-, 1’11 having properties (i)-(iv) of 
7.4. By (i) and (iv), q :K + M* is a PL embedding which agrees with 111 on 
T, and with v; on T_. We shall extend < to a PL embedding 
?I”: T x I+ / v/ which is an s/3-approximation to q. 
Let R be any elementary g-region. Set S, = 8(R x [b, 31) = R + U R- U 
(3R x I$, iI>, a two-sided closed PL surface in M. Note that 
Z,=(R,xI)-(d,X(;.~))=(R,x(10.;jU[f, I]))U((aR),Xf)) is a 
regular neighborhood of S, ; hence there is a collar neighborhood c, of S, in 
A4 such that c,(S, X 1) = Z,. Set 5, = ‘10 cR. Then (S,, <,) is a surface 
thickening in 1 q] c M*. 
We claim that .c((s,) is a &-interpolated surface, and that 
4 1 S, : S, + ?(S,) is a [,-interpolated homeomorphism. In fact, we have 
S, c K, and by properties (ii) and (iii) of the homotopy F, ~I 1 S, x I is a 
homotopy in q(Z,) = Ii8 /. Thus 6 ] S,, which by property (iv) of .F is a 
PL embedding, is homotopic in I[, / to 6 / S, = q / S, (property (i)). Since 
n,(rl(S,)) + x,(1 r.4 I> is injective, it now follows that zc,( <(S,)) + n,(i <, 1) is 
also injective; i.e., q(S,) is incompressible in I[,]. Similarly, since q(S,) 
represents the non-zero element of Hz(]iR/), so does c(S,). This means that 
<(S,) does not bound a compact PL submanifold of cR(SR x f). Hence by 
the Corollary to 2.1, c(S,) must separate &(S, x (0)) from &(S, x (1)) 
in I CR 1. Thus ,c(S,) is a &-interpolated surface; and since the PL 
homeomorphism q I S, : S, + e(S,) was seen to be homotopic in /CR I to 
V/S,, ~q / S, is a &-interpolated homeomorphism as claimed. 
The next step is an application of the Corollary to Proposition 5.1. Since 
R is a bounded surface with x(R) < 0, there is a two-sided PL lmanifold 
FR c R, each component of which is an arc, and such that the closure of 
each component of R - FR is a disc whose boundary contains at least three 
components of FR. To apply the Corollary to 5.1, we set M = T x I, 
.ui”=Rx ]+,;I (so that 8,Y=Ss,), Y=G’;/,=F,x [{,:I, c=cR, h=q, 
S* = c(S,) and q’ =,q ] S,, and let / 7 1 play the role of M* in 5. I. The 
condition on FR, that the boundary of the closure of each component of 
R - FR contains at least three components of FR, guarantees that &’ is 
reduced curve system in i3.Y. Thus all the hypotheses of the Corollary are 
satisfied. Note that .Y - c(%.P X f) = R, X [i, $1. We may therefore extend 
,? 1 S, to a PL embedding ck : S, U GR + -:Sg, where .V,* denotes the 
closure of that component of / q 1 - q(S,) which contains r](R b x [f , $1). 
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Set X= K U U, QR, where R ranges over all elementary .%regions. We 
may extend ,& to a PL map -e : L -+ 1 q] by letting e agree with [A on Q, 
for each elementary .$-region R. We claim that ,e is an embedding and a 6- 
approximation to q / X. 
Note that ,q(S,), as a [,-interpolated surface, separates the components 
of i,(S,xdZ)=q(aZ,), namely, q(d(R)x [f,$]>)=Fr~(R,x If,:]) and 
v(d(R, x I)) = Fr q(R, x Z), from each other. This means that .?$, the 
closure of the component of / r] / - q(S,)-containing -q(R b -X [ {, $1) is itself 
contained in q(R@ x Z). In particular, ;%“;(S,) c ry(R. x Z). Since we also 
have r(S,) c q(R, x Z), since X is the union of the S,, and since 
diam q(R, x Z) < 6. it follows that c is a S-approximation to q 1 X. 
We know that 6 =, q 1 K is an embedding. We also know that for each 
d-region R, e 1 S, = [A is an embedding whose image is contained in ?“,*. 
Hence in order to show that ,.“; is an embedding, it suffices to show that for 
distinct .&regions R and R’, .?:, are always disjoint. But if .2: C’ >“,*, # 0, 
then by symmetry we may assume that a.?,$ n .Y$, # 0, i.e., 
,i;t;(s,)n.P;<= 0. So some component of q(S,) - a.Yi, =,c((S, - SA) 
must be contained in ,p$,. Bur each component of &(S, - S,,) (there are 
either one or two of them) contains either q(R +) or q(R-). Again by 
symmetry, we may assume that ..c(R +) c .st,. Then Vi(R + = F>(R + ) c 
Yz, f’ (R, x Z) c r(R& x Z) n q(d, x Z) c q(. I’. x Z), a manifold whose 
components all have cyclic fundamental groups. Since q 1 R + is homotopic 
(via Y] R, X I) to r~ 1 R + in u(ti,x(j,l)), and since ulR+:R++ 
q(R, x ($, 1)) obviously induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, it 
now follows that n,(R) is cyclic. This is impossible since R is a .&region for 
the reduced curve system 99; and the claim is thus established. 
We shall complete the proof by showing that e may be extended to a PL 
embedding of T x [d, i ] in 1~1 which is an c/2-approximation to 
q I T x [b, i 1, Define a metric on the PL 3-manifold T x Z in such a way that 
the embedding q becomes an isometry. Then the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2 
will be seen to hold if E is replaced by c/3, .ie by T x [$, 51, .?* by 1 q], 6’ 
by 6 and h, by V] TX [&+I, and if X is defined as above. In fact, by the 
hypotheses of 7.2 we have 43 < s < diam q(T) = diam T < diam(T X [$, $I), 
and 6 < f~,,,(s/6). Each component of .Y -X is the interior of 
E = e x [a, 41, where e is the closure of a component of R -F, for some 
elementary .&region R. Then E is a PL 3-cell, since e is a PL disc; and we 
have, again by the hypothesis of 7.2, that diam E ,< diam(R X I) = 
diam v(R x Z) < 6. Finally, X - 3E is the union of (T - e) X {$, $} with a 
non-empty collection of discs and annuli, each of which intersects both 
(T-&)x {b} and (T---)x {i}. Since T-t! is connected, so is X-8E. 
Hence by 6.2, the PL embedding 2 : X + ( q ], which is a &approximation to 
r~ (X, may be extended to a PL embedding of X in I q], which is an ~/3- 
approximation to q 1 T x [ 4, a 1. 1 
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Proof of Proposition 7.2. Since diam q(R x I) < 6 for every &region R, 
we have diam v(( p} x Z) ( 6 for each p E T. Since n; and q; are a- 
approximations to q, and since a < S/2, we have diam q( ({ p} X I) < 26, and 
in particular diam qf(( p) x [a, 41) < 26. Using this observation and the fact 
that q,!(T x [d, a]) c j q / by one of the defining properties of a, it is easy to 
construct PL homeomorphisms ci, , km : M” 4 M*, each of them PL 26. 
isotopic to the identity rel M* - ]?I], such that k,(q{(p))= ~{(p. i) and 
li-(v;(p)) = ryi(p, $1 for every p E T. 
On the other hand, if 11”: T x [i, 5 ] --t / q 1 is the PL embedding given by 
7.5, then since q” is an c/3-approximation to r] / TX If, j]. we have 
diam q”(( p} x ]$, $1) < 6 + 2&/3 for every p E T. Hence we can construct a 
PL homeomorphism I: M* + M*, (6 + 2&/3)-isotopic to the identity 
rel M* ~ 1 qj, such that lv”(p, $) = tZ”(p, f) for each p E T. By the properties 
of q” stated in 7.5, this means that &(p, +) = vi(p, f) for all p f T. 
Set j=kI’lk,. Then j is PL (56 + 2c/3)-isotopic to the identity 
rel M* - 1~1. But 6 = {P,,,(E/~) < c/18, so that 56 + 2&/3 < t‘. Thus j is PL 
c-isotopic to the identity rel M* - 1 q 1. On the other hand. for p E i‘ we have 
j(r/i(p)) = k Iv{(p, 3) = li-~l;(p, i) = vi(p). Thus j has the asserted 
properties. I 
8. FITTING TOGETHER PL APPROXIMATIONS ON COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
The following result was the one promised in the introductory paragraph 
of Section 7. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let M and M* be compact PL 3-manifolds, and let 
M” be equipped with a metric. Let M, c Q be a compact PL 3-manifold; let 
h: M --) M* be a topological embedding. Then for any E > 0 there exists 
a > 0, such that for an), two PL embeddings hi, hi : M + M* which are a- 
approximations to h, there is a PL homeomorphism J: M* + M*, PL E- 
isotopic to the identity rel M” - h(M), such that J o hi 1 M, = hi I M,,. 
Proof: We may assume that M. M, and M* are connected. Introduce a 
metric on M so that h becomes an isometry. We may assume that 
E < f diam M,. Set E’ = $P,,,~(E/~), and 6 = {p,.(a’/6). Let (T, Go, Y ‘) be a 
Heegaard structure of mesh <J/3 on M,, satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of 
Lemma 6.1. Let c be a collar neighborhood of T in M, having thickness 
< 6/3. Then (T, hc) is a surface thickening in M*; and we wish to apply 
Proposition 7.2, taking q = hc and 6 as above, but using E’ in place of E. 
Since (T, Y”, Q ‘) has mesh <6/3 and satisfies condition (b) of 6.1, it 
admits a reduced curve system .YI? such that diam R < 6/3 for each d-region 
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R; and since c has thickness <d/3, and h is an isometry, it follows that 
diam hc(R x I) < 6 for each .$-region R. In order to apply 7.2, it remains 
only to check that diam he(T) > e’, i.e., diam T > E’, and that 
6 < 54&‘/6). S' mce (T, go, Q”) has mesh <J/3, we have diam MO < 
diam T + 26/3 < diam T + 6 < diam T + E. By our assumption that 
E < + diamM,, this implies that diam T > E, so that in particular 
diam T > E’. On the other hand, since c has thickness <a/3, we have, for 
i=o, 1, that diam hc(T x (i)) = diam c(T X (i)) > (diam T) - 26/3 > 
E - E’ > e’. Thus the components of Fr,V, lhcl have diameter >F’ > s’/6, and 
so it follows from the definitions that 6 = 3p,,,*(c’/6) < {P,,,~,(E’/~). 
Hence by 7.2, there is a number a, 0 < a < 6, such that for any two PL 
embeddings vi, q; : T X I + M* which are a-approximations to hc. there is a 
PL homeomorphism j: M* + M*, PL &‘-isotopic to the identity 
rel M* - Ihcl, such that jq; 1 T= v; 1 T. 
For i = 0, 1, let P’ denote the closure of the component of MO - T 
containing g”, as in the definition of a Heegaard structure. We fix, once and 
for all, a point p. E P” - ICI. We suppose that the number a, in addition to 
satisfying the above condition, is so small that the a-neighborhood of p. is 
contained in a PL 3-cell disjoint from Ic/. Finally, we suppose a to be chosen 
so that h’(T) c I hcl for any map h: M+ M* which, is an a-approximation to 
h. We shall show that the conclusion of 8.1 is true with such a choice of a. 
Let hi, h; : M + M* be PL embeddings which are a-approximations to h. 
Then h;c and hit are a-approximations to hc, and so there is a PL 
homeomorphism j, : M* + M *, PL &‘-isotopic to the identity rel M* - Ihc~, 
such that j, hi c I T = h;c I T, i.e., j, hi / T = hi / T. Note that j, is in particular 
PL s/3-isotopic to the identity rel M* - / hcl. Set T* = h;(T) =j, h;(T). By 
our choice of a we have T* c 1 hcl. 
Since hi is an embedding, and since (T, e” QJ”‘) satisfies condition (b) of 
6.1, T* must separate M* and h;(P’) and hi@“) lie in closures of distinct 
components of M* - T*, say, PO* and P’ *. Since j, hi is an embedding, 
j,h;(P’) is contained in either PO* or P’*. But h;(p,) and h;(p,) lie in the 
a-neighborhood of h(p,), which, by our choice of a and the fact that h is an 
isometry, is contained in a PL 3-cell in M* - lhcl c M* - T*. Thus h{(p,) 
and h;(p,) are in the same component of M* - T*. Since j, is the identity 
on M* - Ihcl, we have h;(p,) =j,h~(p,) Ej, h;(P’). Hence we must have 
j, h:(PO) c PO *. Sincej,h; is an embedding, it follows that j,h;(P’) c P”. 
For i = 0, 1 we wish to apply Proposition 1. lB, taking -KY = Pi*, 
V =j,h;(@:‘) andj= hi(j,h;)-’ I a’, and letting 43 play the role of the e 
of l.lB. In fact, we have 55? cj, hj(P’) c Pi* andj(g) cj, h;(P’) c Pi*. The 
defining property ofj, guarantees that hi(j,h;)-’ restricts to the identity on 
T*, and in particular on M. In order to apply l.lB, it remains only to check 
that diam(CUJ’(C)) < 5p,4&/9) f or each component C of 5??. But C has the 
form j, h;(D), where D is a component of a’. Since hi and hi are a- 
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approximations to the isometry h, and since j, is an s’-homeomorphism and 
XY = aj’<C), we have diam(CUj(C)) < diam D + 2(&’ t a) < 2~’ t 36 < 
3s’ = $P,*(E/~). On the other hand, again using that hi is an a- 
approximation to the isometry h, and using that mesh (Z’, Y”, S ‘) < 6, we 
see that diam Fr Pi = diam T* = diam hi( 7’) > (diam Z) - 2a > (diam MO) - 
26 - 2a > 2& - 46 > E > &/9. Hence p&~/9) < P,~,*(&/!?). 
It now follows from l.lB that there is a PL homeomorphism 
ji:pi*,pi*, PL &,&isotopic to the identity rel aPi*, such that ji 1 W = j. 
i.e., ji j, hi / 5” = hi / “ii. Define a PL homeomorphism jz: M* + M* to 
agree with ji on Pi (i = 0, 1): then j, is PL s/3-isotopic to the identity, and 
jzj,hi agrees with hi on TV Y” U ‘I”. 
Let E be any chamber (Section 6) of (T, Y”, 5”). Then 
diam E < mesh(7’. ‘I ” ‘I’ ‘) < 6/3. Since hi and hi are a-approximations to , 
the isometry h, and j, and j, are s/3-approximations to the identity on M*, 
we have diam h;(E) < diam E + 2a < 6/3 + 2a < 36, and diamj? j, h;(E) < 
diam E t 2a + 4~/3 < 36 t 4&/3 < 5~/3. Now hi(E) and jzj,h;(E) are PL 3- 
cells in M* having the same boundary; hence either they are identical, or 
their union is M*. The latter alternative would imply that 
diam M* < {F + 36 < 2&, contradicting our initial assumption about E. We 
therefore have h;(E) =jz j, h{(E) = E*, say, where diam E* < 36. 
Now j: = h;(j,j,hj)-’ 1 E* is a PL self-homeomorphism of the PL 3-cell 
E*. which restricts to the identity on 8E*. Hence jf : E* + E* is PL isotopic 
to the identity rel aE*. Define a PL homeomorphismj, : M* + M* to agree 
with ji. on E* for each chamber E of (T, Q”, 9 ‘), and to be the identity 
outside Ai( Then j, is well defined since hl, is an embedding. 
Furthermore, since jp is PL isotopic to the identity rel c?E*, and since 
diam E* < 36 for each E. j, is PL 6bisotopic, and hence s/3-isotopic, to the 
identity rel M* - h(Q). 
Thus j, , j, and j, are each PL s/3-isotopic to the identity rel M* - h(k), 
so that J = j, j, j, is E-isotopic to the identity rel M* = h(Q). It is clear from 
the definition of j, that J o hi 1 M, = hi 1 MO. 1 
9. THE GENERAL THEOREM 
The proof of the Approximation Theorem, which was stated in the 
introduction, will be based entirely on Lemma 9.1 below, which is in turn 
proved by combining Propositions 6.3 and 8.1. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let M, and M* be PL 3-manifolds, and let M* be equipped 
with a metric. Let M, c ti, and M, c I%%~ be compact PL 3-manifolds, and 
let K c G, be a compact polyhedron. Let h: M, + M’ be a topological 
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embedding and let 6 be a positive number. Then there is a number a > 0 such 
that for an-v PL embedding h’: M, + M” which is an a-approximation to 
h 1 M,, there is a PL embedding h”: M, --) M* which is a &approximation to 
h / M, and agrees with h’ on K. 
Proof We may assume, by passing to a regular neighborhood, that K is 
a PL 3-manifold. We may also assume that M, and M* are compact. We 
apply Proposition 8.1, taking M = M,, M, = K and e = 612, and taking the h 
of 8.1 to be h / M,. This gives a number 01 > 0 such that for any two PL 
embeddings hi, hl : M, -+ M* which are ol-approximations to h 1 M,, there is 
a PL homeomorphism J: M* + M*, 6/2-isotopic to the identity, such that 
J 0 hi 1 K = hi 1 K. We may also take a to be less than 6/2. We shall see that 
the conclusion of 9.1 is true with such a choice of a. 
To this end we apply Proposition 6.3, taking M = M, , M, = MI, E = a. 
This shows that h 1 M, may be a-approximated by a PL embedding h ‘^. Now 
suppose, as in the statement of 9.1, that h’: M, + M* is an arbitrary PL 
embedding which is an a-approximation to h 1 M, . Then, taking hi = 6’ / N, 
and hi = h’, we obtain a PL homeomorphism J: M* + M*, b/2-isotopic to 
the identity, such that J 0 h^’ 1 K. Set h” = J 0 h ‘^: MI --$ M*. Then h” is a PL 
embedding, agreeing with h’ on K; and since h’ is in particular a 6/2- 
approximation to h, and J is in particular a b/2-homeomorphism, h” is a 6- 
approximation to h I M,. 
COROLLARY. Let M and M* be PL 3-manifolds, and let M* be equipped 
with a metric. Let M,, c A be a compact PL 3-mantfold, and K c $10 a 
compact polyhedron. Let h: M + M” be a topological embedding whose 
restriction to some neighborhood of K is PL. Then for an-v 6 > 0. h / M, may 
be b-approximated by a PL embedding which agrees with h on K. 
Proof Apply Lemma 9.1, taking M, = M and M, = M,, taking h and K 
as in the statement of the corollary and taking M, to be a regular 
neighborhood of K in M1 such that h / M, is PL. Let a be the number given 
by 9.1. Then the PL embedding h’ = h 1 M, is certainly an a-approximation 
to h I M,; and the assertion follows. 1 
LEMMA 9.2. Let M and M* be PL 3-manifolds without boundary, and 
let M* be equipped with a metric. Let h: M + M* be a topological 
embedding. Let L c M be a polyhedron, closed as a subset of M. Let P c M 
be a PL 3-man$old, each of whose components is compact, and which is also 
closed as a subset of M. Let h: M + M* be a topological embedding whose 
restriction to some neighborhood of L is piecewise-linear. For each 
component C of P, let 6, be a positive number. Then there is a PL embedding 
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h’: PU L + M, agreeing with h on L, and such that h’ 1 C is a 6,: 
approximation to h 1 C for each component C of P. 
ProoJ We first prove the lemma in the special case where P is connected 
and hence compact. Let K be a regular neighborhood of P n L in M. such 
that h is piecewise-linear on some neighborhood of K. Let M, be a regular 
neighborhood of P U K in M. Then M, M,, M*, K and h satisfy the 
hypotheses of the Corollary to 9.1. Let 6 be a positive number <6, (see 
hypothesis; P is its own unique component) and less than the minimum 
distance from the compact set h(P) to the closed set h(L -K). By the 
Corollary to 9.1, h j M, may be &approximated by a PL embedding h{, 
which agrees with h on K. Then a PL map h’: P U L + M* may be defined 
to agree with h on L and with h’ on PU K. The fact that 6 is less than the 
minimum distance between h(P) and h(L -K) guarantees that h’(P) is 
disjoint from h(L - K) = h’(L - K), and hence that h’ is itself an 
embedding. This proves the lemma in the case that P is connected. 
In the general case we may assume, without loss of generality. that for 
each component C of P, 6,. is less than half the minimum distance from h(C) 
to h(P ~ C). For each C, by the special case of the lemma already proved, 
there is a PL embedding hi : C U L --f M”, agreeing with h on L, and such 
that hi. / C is a 8,-approximation to h 1 C. The PL map h’: P U L + M* may 
now be defined to agree with hi. on CU L for each C. Our assumption on 
the 6,. guarantees that h’ is an embedding. 1 
PROPOSITION 9.3. Let M and M” be PL 3-manifolds without boundarJ$, 
and let M” be equipped with a metric. Let Q c M be a pol.vhedron, closed as 
a subset of M. Let h: M+ M* be a topological embedding whose restriction 
to some neighborhood of Q is PL. Then for any continuous positive-valued 
function E on M, h may be c-approximated by a PL homeomorphism that 
agrees with h on Q. 
ProoJ: If M is closed this follows from the Corollary to 9.1 by taking 
M, = M and 6 = min,,,, E(P). In the case that M is non-compact, we may 
write M = UIE, Ni, where the N, are compact PL 3-manifolds and 
Nicfii+, for i> 1. 
Let L be a neighborhood of Q in M which is a PL 3-manifold, closed as a 
subset of M, and such that h is PL on a neighborhood of L. Set 
P = IJE I (Nzi - ?$,i_ ,), a PL 3-manifold, closed as a subset of M, whose 
components are compact. Set S = M - (P U L). Then the components of S 
form a locally finite family of compact polyhedra, since they are contained 
in sets of the forms N, and NIi+, - Nzi (i > 1). Hence we may form a 
regular neighborhood R of S in M, again a PL 3-manifold, closed as a subset 
of M, whose components are compact. Let R’ be another regular 
neighborhood of S such that R’ c R’. Take R’ to be disjoint from Q. Let W 
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be a regular neighborhood of 3R’ in R. We take W to be contained in PU L. 
For each component D of M-R’, select a point p. E d. 
Now let E be any component of R. We choose a positive number tE which 
is <min,,, E(P), and such that for each component D of M-R’ which 
intersects E, 6, is less than half the minimum distance from h(p,) to 
h(EnR’). Next we apply Lemma 9.1, taking M, = M, M, = E, 
M,=EnW,K=EnaR1and6=6,;M*andhareasabove.Thisgivesa 
number aE > 0 such that for any PL embedding h; : En W + M* which is 
an a,-approximation to h 1 En W, there is a PL embedding hi : E--f M* 
which is a b,-approximation to h 1 E and agrees with h’ on En 3R’. 
For each component C of P, we choose a positive number 6, which is 
Gmin,,, E(P) and <aE for every component E of R that intersects C. In 
addition, for each component D of M - d’ which intersects C, we take 6,. to 
be less than half the minimum distance from p. to R’. Now M, M*, h, L, P 
and the 6, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2; hence there is a PL 
embedding h/, : P U L + M*, agreeing with h on L, and such that ht, / C is a 
dc-approximation to h / C for each component C of P. Since 
6, < min,,, E(P), hh is an (E / PU L)-approximation to h 1 PU L. 
Let E be any component of R. Since W c PU L, we have a PL 
embedding hf. = h; 1 wn E. It follows from the defining properties of h;, 
and of the 6,, that h; is an a,-approximation to h / W n E. Hence there is a 
PL embedding h;’ : E + M* which is a b,-approximation to h I E and agrees 
with h/, on En 3R’. 
We define a PL map h’: M+ M* as follows. On M’ - R’ c PU L, h’ 
agrees with h;. Any component of R’ has the form E fl R’, where E is a 
component of R; we take h’ to agree with hi on En R’. Then since h; is an 
(E I PU L)-approximation to h 1 PU L and since 6, < min,,, E(P), h’ is an 
a-approximation to h. Furthermore, h’ agrees with hb, and hence with h, on 
Q c M - R’. It remains only to show that h’ is an embedding. 
We know that h’ I (M - 6’) = h; I (M - R’) is an embedding, and that h’ 
restricts to an embedding on each component of R’. It is therefore sufftcient 
to show that h’(k’) n h’(M- R’) = 0. If this is not the case then 
h’(EnR”)n h’(M- R’) # 0 for some component E of R. Since 
ah’(E n R) c ah’(M- R’), this implies that for some component D of 
M-R’ we have h;(D) = h’(D) c h’(E n R’). In particular h;(p,) E 
h’(EnR’). But h’IEnR’=hgIEnR’ is a b,-approximation to 
h I En R’, where 6, is less than half the minimum distance d from h(p,) to 
h(E n R’); and it follows from the defining properties of h;, and of the a,., 
that the distance between h;(p,) and h(p,) is also <is. This means that 
hA(p,) & h’(E n R’), and this contradiction completes the proof. 1 
Proof of the Approximation Theorem. We are given PL 3-manifolds M 
and M*, a topological embedding h: M+ M* such that h I &‘r4 is PL and 
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h(aM) c aM*, and a continuous positive-valued function E on M. We may 
assume that h is a homeomorphism, i.e., h(M) = M*: we then have 
h(abq=a~*. 
We first show that h may be approximated by a homeomorphism which 
agrees with h on 844 and is PL on a neighborhood of aM. Choose a metric 
on M so that h becomes an isometry. Choose a boundary collar in M, that 
is, a PL embedding c: (M) x I + M such that c( p, 0) = p for all p E a&Z. 
Choose a boundary collar c* in M*. We suppose c to be chosen so that 
diam c( ( p) x I) < $ min,,, ~(p, t) for every p E aM. We suppose c* to be 
chosen so that diam c*(( p*} x I) < $ min(e(p, t):p E %M, hc(p x Z)n 
c*(p* x I) # 0; t E I) for all p* E aM*. (This is easy to do under our 
assumption that h(M) = M*.) 
Define a PL homeomorphism J: M + M - c(%M x 10, 4)) by setting 
J(c(p. t)) = c(p, (t + 1)/2) for p E BM, and J(q) = q for q @ c(?M x 10, 1)). 
Similarly detine a PL homeomorphism J*: M* + M* - c(aM* x 10, +)). 
Then define a homeomorphism h, : M--t M* by setting h,(c(p, t) = 
c*(h(p), t) for p E M. and h,(q) = J*h.T ’ for q E M - c(FM x [0, 4)). 
By construction. h, is PL on c(%M x [0, + 1). Our choices of c and c* 
guarantee that h, is an e/2-approximation to h. Now apply Proposition 9.3, 
using Q, A%* and h, 1 k in place of M, M* and h, ~12 in place of E, and 
taking Q to be c(aM x (0, $1). This shows that h, 1 &l may be c/2- 
approximated by a PL embedding hi : A? --t k* which agrees with h, on 
c(BM X (0, $1). Then h’: M + M*, defined to agree with hj on A? and with h, 
on c(%M X [0, a]), 1s a PL embedding which is an s/2-approximation to h, , 
and hence an c-approximation to h: and it agrees with h, . and hence with h, 
on aM. I 
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